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In developing the Tookany Creek Trail there will be ample opportunity restore and improve the
streambank, as well as provide educational signage that will enhance the user experience.
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The proposed Tookany Creek Trail will follow the existing woodchip trail through High
School Park between Mill Rd. and High School Rd. to connect to Elkins Park.(Photos
courtesy of Cynthia Blackwood – Friends of High School Park)
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INTRODUCTION & PURPOSE
IT’S A BEAUTIFUL SPRING MORNING IN 2025
It’s a beautiful late spring morning in September, a few years from now. Through the efforts of
Pennsylvania Environmental Council (PEC), Tookany/Tacony-Frankford Watershed Partnership
(TTF), Cheltenham Township, Montgomery County, and the agencies and numerous interested
citizens that have been involved throughout; the Tookany Creek Trail is hosting its ribbon cutting.
The new multi-use trail has been built to Circuit Trail Standards, allowing for pedestrians and
bicyclists from throughout the region to enjoy the banks of Tookany Creek though Cheltenham
Township via a safe, convenient, and delightful trail. Following many regional and local trail
studies over the years, and a detailed feasibility study update in 2020-2021, subsequent years of
design, right-of-way and construction work are now complete. Along with the Tacony Trail in
Philadelphia, the Tookany Creek Trail now links Elkins Park and residential communities
throughout Cheltenham and Philadelphia, to and nearby communities to the Delaware River and
East Coast Greenway, creating one of the most important and beautiful trails in the region. Life in
surrounding communities and along the Trail is now much enhanced by the Trail and the people
who traverse it:
•

•

•

•

Visitation to Cheltenham Township and the historical and recreational resources that
encompass the area has increased. The Trail, by linking these sites, presents them as an entirety.
Visitors seek out the Trail, and then often are pleasantly surprised to learn of the many historic
sites along it of which they otherwise would have been unaware.
The trail has generated much in the way of services that benefit visitors, travelers and old
and new residents alike. Towns and communities throughout Montgomery County and
Philadelphia appreciate the influx of respectful visitors and the social contact and business they
bring. As with other major multi-use trails, new businesses have begun, and existing ones have
expanded.
The joy and camaraderie of spending time in the outdoors along the Trail is contagious.
Local residents in both Cheltenham Township and Philadelphia appreciate being linked right
from their own homes and businesses to the Tookany Creek Trail for daily use and weekend
festivals and events.
Visitors and residents alike appreciate the park-like design of the trail corridor and are almost
unaware that they are so close to trafficked roads as they enjoy family trips and bike rides along
a multi-use trail that utilizes beautifully landscaped plantings of native, mature
vegetation to unveil unmatched scenic views of the Tookany Creek, the surrounding
landscape, and historic resources.

BACKGROUND – CHELTENHAM TOWNSHIP’S TRAIL PLANNING
EFFORTS TO DATE
In 1999, Cheltenham Township adopted the Tookany Creek Trail Master Plan, which served as a
feasibility study for a 2.2-mile section of the trail between High School Road and Central
Avenue. This plan, developed by the Heritage Conservancy, proposed a woodchip and limestone
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screening trail for pedestrians along the Tookany Creek. The estimated cost for all four phases of
trail in 1999 was slightly under $1 million.
Since this initial feasibility study was completed, the Township built the approximately 1.5-mile
limestone/woodchip trail along the Tookany Creek between Central Avenue and New Second
Street (Phases I and II). This trail is not built to Circuit Trail network standards (a minimum of
10-feet wide, paved, multipurpose, off-road) and will need to be upgraded in order to qualify.
The Township is currently working with BCM Group in designing Phase III of the trail between
Harrison Avenue and New Second Street. This approximately one-mile segment of trail through
Gimbel Field will meet Circuit Trail criteria. It includes a 10-foot-wide paved trail that includes a
135-foot-long bridge spanning the Tookany Creek and a crossing at New Second Street. Its $1.37
million cost is being offset by federal and private grants totaling $1.1 million.
Phase IV of the trail would be the segment between Harrison Avenue and High School Road. It
would traverse some open space owned by the Township and High School Road. There are
currently no plans for design or construction of this phase of work.
The initial phases of trail that were studied in 1999 between High School Rd. and Central
Avenue were initially chosen for study, design and construction due to their relative ease to
develop and acknowledgment that Cheltenham Township owned much of the right-of-way.
Areas where trails will need to go through, or even be located adjacent to, private property, add a
significant layer of complexity and cost to designing and building a trail.
In order to bring the existing Township trails along Tookany Creek to Circuit multi-use trail
standards, as well as extend the trail segments to the east and west of the initial phases, a
feasibility study update was required. This feasibility study update aims to identify a multi-use
trail alignment between High School Rd. and Cheltenham Ave., where the trail will connect to
the Tacony Creek Trail in Philadelphia.
This Trail Feasibility Study will also look to pursue both the Cheltenham Township’s and
Montgomery County’s plan to develop the Tookany Creek Trail, as indicated on the following
maps from the Township’s 2006 Open Space Plan and the 2015 County’s Comprehensive Plan.
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Cheltenham’s 2006 Open Space Plan Trail Map

Montgomery County’s 2015 Trail Network
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PURPOSE, GOALS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
The main purposes of the study are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Explore and assess alternative routes for the Tookany Creek Trail between Cheltenham Ave.
and High School Rd.
Evaluate potential connections with other regional trail networks, historic sites, transit
connections, resources, and communities along the routes.
Obtain input from key stakeholders and the public.
Develop schematic level alternative routes, with the goal of recommending a primary route.
Develop conceptual level plans and recommendations for the primary route.
Develop conceptual level plans and recommendations for potential links along the primary
route.
Develop conceptual level Opinions of Probable Cost of Implementation
Develop recommendations for phased trail development.
Develop recommendations for future management and operation.

THE STUDY ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Funding was primarily administered by the Pennsylvania Environmental Council (PEC), who in
collaboration with Campbell Thomas & Co. (CTC) and the Tookany/Tacony-Frankford
Watershed Partnership, Inc. (TTF), took the lead role in managing the study. PEC protects and
restores the natural and built environments through innovation, collaboration, education, and
advocacy. PEC believes in the value of partnerships with the private sector, government,
communities, and individuals to improve the quality of life for all Pennsylvanians. By
developing and programming the State’s trail networks, PEC fosters personal connections
between Pennsylvanians and their environment and creates new generations of environmental
stewards. TTF connects Tookany/Tacony Watershed residents and communities to their creeks.
Through hands-on education, stewardship, restoration, and advocacy, we empower our
constituents to take care of and improve the impaired waterways, parks, and trails across 30
square miles.
In September of 2019, PEC in concert with TTF and CTC convened a Study Advisory
Committee (SAC) to oversee the efforts of the study and consultant team. Over the course of the
study the Committee met 3 times with the project team to review progress and discuss
alternatives. Members of the committee included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alyson Elliot – Assistant Township Manager, Cheltenham Township
Irv Brockington – Commissioner, Cheltenham Township
Mitch Zygmund-Felt – Commissioner, Cheltenham Township
John Raisch – Environmental Advisory Committee, Cheltenham Township
Charles Burdell Williams – Cheltenham Township School Board
Caryl Levin – Melrose Park Neighbors Association
Cathy Callan – President, Friends of High School Park
Cynthia Blackwood – Friends of High School Park
Margo Scavone – Fast Signs
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THE PROJECT TEAM
Cheltenham Township, with assistance from Pennsylvania Environmental Council (PEC) and
Tookany/Tacony-Frankford Watershed Partnership, Inc. (TTF) retained the services of
Campbell Thomas & Company (CTC) of Philadelphia as the lead planning consultant for the
feasibility study for the Tookany Creek Trail.
As the lead consultant, CTC worked closely with PEC and TTF to coordinate the overall work of
the study; perform review and analysis, including research and field study; direct the public
participation process; coordinate and conduct stakeholder meetings and interviews; develop
schematic alternatives, recommendations and related cost analysis; and produce the draft and final
reports. In addition to the work of CTC the following Consultants provided additional input for
the study:
BCM Engineers of Plymouth Meeting, Pennsylvania provided consulting on
environmental and Natural Resource considerations, permitting, and landscape
architecture.
Contact information for the Consultant Team:
Campbell Thomas & Company
Robert P. Thomas, AIA – Partner in Charge
1504 South Street
Philadelphia, PA 19146-1636
phone: 215 985 4354
e-mail: rthomas@campbellthomas.com

DELINEATION OF THE STUDY
The general limits of the study area are defined by the limits of Cheltenham Township in
Montgomery County, Pennsylvania. The Trail corridor roughly follows the course of Tookany
Creek between Cheltenham Ave. and High School Rd. as identified in Base Map A on the
following page. This map provides a general understanding of the trail status to date, identifying
each reach as existing, in progress, and planned. Planned and existing Circuit Trails have also
been identified, as this trail will comprise a key segment of the Circuit Regional Trail Network,
directly connecting to the Tacony Creek Trail to the southeast and ultimately extending to the
Cresheim Valley Trail to the northwest. Ultimately, residents will be able to connect from the
Tookany Creek Trail to upwards of 800 miles of trails being planned and developed throughout
the region.
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The Tookany Creek Trail will comprise a key segment of the Circuit Trail Network

LEGAL FEASIBILITY
OWNERSHIP CONDITIONS ALONG THE PROPOSED ROUTES
As noted in the Delineation of this Study, the Tookany Creek Trail will generally follow the course
of Tookany Creek between Cheltenham Ave. and High School Rd. Fortunately, much of the
Tookany Creek corridor has been dedicated to Township public park land.
During the 1930s the Township of Cheltenham increased its park holdings beyond Glenside War
Memorial Park, which was the first recreational park in the Township. Among the parcels acquired
and developed were Wall Park, Carroll Brooke Park, Chelten Hills Bird Sanctuary, Curtis
Arboretum, and Tookany Drive and Park, more commonly referred to today as Tookany Creek
Parkway. Tookany Creek Drive was constructed during the Great Depression as a Federal Public
Works Administration project and was dedicated in 1946. The Tookany Creek Parkway has also
been recognized as a scenic drive.
The Tookany Creek Parkway, acquired by Cheltenham Township between 1933 and 1945, now
totals more than 130 acres. This Township owned linear park straddles the Tookany Creek for

much of the proposed trail corridor north of Ashmead Rd. Tookany Creek Parkway offers passive
and active recreational amenities including natural areas, Kleinheinz Memorial Nature Pond,
playground facilities, baseball, basketball, tennis, soccer fields, and the existing walking/jogging
path.
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North of Tookany Creek Parkway, High School Park offers 11 acres of similar active and passive
recreation amenities including a scenic nature trail along Tookany Creek and wildflower garden.
Stretching from High School Rd. to Mill Rd., this park will be a key piece of the Tookany Creek
Trail.
Public and Private Lands along Tookany Creek While there is sufficient width to allow for a trail corridor within much of the park right-of-way,
several gaps in township parkland were identified. Public lands are further identified in Parel
Maps D.1-D3 in Appendix A:
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

Cheltenham Ave. to Ashmead Rd. The eastern edge of Tookany Creek Parkway contains
lands owned by Fairmount Park, Cheltenham Presbyterian Church, Melrose Country Club,
and Cheltenham Township; while the western edge contains private residential properties,
and lands owned by Melrose County Club. Although the property owners interviewed
along the corridor largely expressed amenability, an opportunity to work within the ample
width of Cheltenham Township’s Tookany Creek Parkway could provide a suitable trail
corridor, while avoiding the need to utilize private lands.
Ashmead Rd. to Ashbourne Rd. The eastern edge of Tookany Creek Parkway is largely
contained within Cheltenham Township’s parkland, but Tookany Park Auto Services Inc.
occupies a privately owned parcel at the south-eastern corner of the Ashbourne
Rd./Tookany Creek Parkway intersection. The western edge of the Parkway is partially
private residential properties and partially under Cheltenham Township ownership.
Bringing the trail along the eastern edge of the parkway, adjacent to the creek, then crossing
prior to Central Ave. to connect to the Cheltenham Township owned Historic Shovel Shop,
helps to avoid the auto services property.
Ashbourne Rd. to Jenkintown Rd. is contained entirely within Tookany Creek Parkway
and is under Township ownership. Upgrading the existing footpath on the left bank of the
creek through this corridor provides a suitable trail corridor.
Jenkintown Rd. to New Second St. is largely contained within Tookany Creek Parkway,
but also contains lands owned by the Ashbourne Meadows – A proposed residential
development at the former Ashbourne Meadows Golf Course, William Gottschalk Fire
Training Area, and the Elkins Park School. As part of the Ashbourne Meadows
Development, lands adjacent to Tookany Creek will be dedicated to Cheltenham Township
and could contain the future Tookany Creek Trail.
New Second St. to Harrison Ave. is home to Gimbel Field and lands owned by
Cheltenham Township. Cheltenham Township is currently working to acquire the
necessary right-of-way through the few privately owned properties in this segment to
accommodate a new trail bridge as identified in the 2015 RBA Group Phase 3 study.
Harrison Ave. to Mill Rd. is largely Township owned along the left bank of the creek but
contains a privately owned parcel occupied by Biello Auto Parts at 7875 Mill Rd that will
require an easement. The right bank is occupied by several residential parcels but provides
a private alley. However, the residents met with the Township and expressed their
opposition to using the alleyway for the trail, and this is not recommended.
Mill Rd. to High School Rd. contains High School Park, another Cheltenham Township
owned park, and ideal corridor for the Tookany Creek Trail.
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ADJACENT LAND OWNERSHIP & IMPACT
Proposed sections of trail through private lands will require negotiation and design approaches that
address concerns such as privacy, security and appropriate buffers. However, as long as the owners
are amenable, trail development has historically had a positive impact for local residents and
property owners in many areas. Adjacent landowners often see significant increases in property
values. As part of this study, our project team-initiated discussions with several private landowners
along the corridor and have had some positive response. Project interviews are included in
Appendix D.
As presented in this report, the proposed trail alignment passes through both private and public
lands. It is understood that all public and private landowners need to support the trail through their
land prior to implementation.

ACQUISITION ALTERNATIVES
The proposed alignment will pass through a combination of public rights-of-way, private lands,
and on existing roadways. Several private lands will require negotiation.
Property acquisition techniques can generally be categorized as the following key property
ownership scenarios:
•
•

•

•

•

Traditionally, two forms of public passage through private property are preferable:
Fee Simple Sale: One method is fee simple acquisition of a portion of property at fair
market value (based upon current appraisal, local comparable property values and the land
area); The benefit of sale is that the former property owner is not associated with the newly
formed parcel and liability and tax responsibility is transferred to the new owner. A slight
reduction in acreage-based taxation may be realized, but this is typically nominal.
Easement: In other cases where the private lot may be of minimal regulatory acreage (lot
size), an easement would be the preferable method to avoid creation of a zoning violation
(lot coverage, lot size, setback restrictions, other easements, etc.). The easement area would
still be taxable to the property owner but would not preclude access to the eased area by
the property owner under terms of the easement/deed language. Such an easement should
be conveyed in perpetuity with the parcel of land.
Often in private property negotiation, offerings of landscape buffers, privacy fencing and
security cameras can be more palatable and valuable than fee simple or lease agreementbased easement arrangements.
Possible land fair market values vary considerably based on location and\ acreage and
should be investigated locally (or as determined in a formal land valuation appraisal).
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POTENTIAL TRAIL USE & DEMAND
INTERVIEWS/PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT
Public Participation in the Era of COVID-19
As might be expected, public participation in a planning process during the era of COVID-19 has
looked very different than it did in pre-lockdown times. This difference has been even more acute
throughout the course of this feasibility study, which began in the Summer/Fall of 2019, before
the pandemic hit, and concluded in the Fall/Winter of 2020, deep into “lockdown life.”
While the first Study Advisory Committee (SAC) meetings, key person interviews, and public
meeting were held in-person (some key person interviews were conducted over the phone), the
second and third SAC meetings, second public meeting, and all subsequent interviews and other
forms of outreach occurred virtually. Primarily, virtual outreach was conducted via the videoconferencing app OfficeSuite HD Meeting, or over the phone. Links to minutes and summaries of
these meetings are included in the Appendix to this report. For the second public meeting, which
was held on OfficeSuite HD Meeting, a link to a recording of the meeting is also provided in the
Appendix.
Another novel technique the project team used to engage, educate, and solicit feedback from the
public throughout this process in light of social restrictions due to COVID-19 was the creation and
marketing of an ESRI Story Map to offer the public a virtual tour of the Tookany Creek Trail
corridor. This Story Map, titled “A Walk Along the Tookany Creek Trail,” highlights the area’s
history, presents challenges, and future opportunities. It also addresses and incorporates public and
stakeholder input gathered throughout the public outreach process. The link to “A Walk Along the
Tookany Creek Trail” is included in the Appendix.
Questionnaire/Stakeholder Interview Findings
Between November 2019 and the Fall of 2020, 600+
Cheltenham residents and neighbors completed an
online survey to share their perspectives on the
Tookany Creek Trail corridor. The geographic
location of respondents is reflected in the chart
below.
Roughly 5% of survey respondents were from 1person households, 28% were from 2-person
households, 20% were from 3-person households,
26% were from 4-person households, 13% were
from 5-person households, and 7% were from
households composed of 6 or more people.
In terms of interest in trails from those surveyed,
approximately 91 percent of survey respondents
said they already use Cheltenham Township’s
existing trails, and roughly 97 percent said they are
interested in the development of additional trails in their community. The few that expressed
disinterest were concerned that new trails could increase crime in the Township and, for those
residing directly adjacent to the corridor, reduce personal privacy. Some residents also expressed
Final Report – March 29, 2021
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concern about how the trail will be maintained, and about the possibility for opportunity crimes
along the trail corridor.
Among current Cheltenham Township trail users, walking is the most popular activity, followed
by nature viewing, bicycling, and jogging. Nearly twice as many respondents indicated that they
currently use trails for walking as opposed to bicycling (see the graph below).
In regard to trail surface,
survey respondents slightly
preferred that the Tookany
Creek Trail be constructed of
crushed stone. However,
many also expressed interest
in an asphalt surface, so that
the needs of walkers, joggers,
and cyclists can be met, and
so the trail will be ADA
compliant.
However, survey respondents who did not support an
asphalt trail surface noted
that their reticence was
because of their concern that
the new trail, if paved in
asphalt, would have a
negative impact on the
environment, especially in
areas that are close to the
Tookany
Creek.
Many
survey respondents also
expressed the desire that the
trail be kept as natural as
possible. Respondents are
concerned about flooding,
potential erosion, and
increased stormwater runoff.
The most requested trail features have been wayfinding signs, benches, restrooms, bathroom
facilities, water fountains/bottle filling stations, and trash/recycling cans. Noting how traffic tends
to speed on adjacent roadways such as New Second Street and Jenkintown Road, respondents have
requested effective street crossing/crosswalk infrastructure, as well as keeping the trail offroad as much as possible to ensure safety.
While respondents wanted the trail to connect many places in Cheltenham Township, a significant
number suggested that the Tookany Creek Trail could be a safe way to walk to the Elkins Park
Middle School and the Elkins Park Library if the proper infrastructure is in place.
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Overall, respondents are excited about having a long-distance multi-use trail in Cheltenham
Township that would connect business districts, SEPTA regional rail stations, existing
playgrounds, recreational facilities, and open space areas to their communities and to each other.
Residents are also excited about the possibility of extending the trail westward toward the
Jenkintown-Wyncote Station and Glenside, Arcadia and the Cresheim Trail and are interested in
spur paths to connect with Northeast Philadelphia, Fox Chase and the Pennypack Trail.

GENERAL DEMOGRAPHICS OF POTENTIAL TRAIL USERS
Population and Demographic Patterns
Cheltenham is a medium-sized Township with an estimated population of just over 37,000,
translating to a population density of approximately 4,100 people per square mile. By comparison,
the population density of Philadelphia is just over 11,200 people per square mile.
The median household income is just slightly below the national median household income of
$68,703 (as of 2019) at $64,832. The median age of 40 in Cheltenham is marginally higher than
the average age of the United States of 38. The education level is significantly higher, at 96.5%,
than the national average of 88% of individuals having completed at least high school. Further,
27% of Cheltenham residents hold a bachelor’s degree or higher as compared with 35%
nationwide. In Cheltenham, 67% of residents commute to work by automobile alone, only 5.6%
carpool, and just 3.6% walk to work. That said, 16.7% of Cheltenham residents use Public
Transportation to get to work. Just over 5% of residents work from home. Presently, only 1% of
Cheltenham residents use “other” modes of transportation, including bicycles, to get to work. See
Figure X below for a breakdown of transportation by mode in Cheltenham Township. (U.S. Census
Bureau, 2020)

Figure 1 - Breakdown of Transportation by Mode in Cheltenham Township.
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Community Zones and Character
Like the general population/demographic patterns in the study corridor, there are related
community zones and characteristics that include a moderately dense suburban mix, and dense
urban area, and the surrounding suburban region.
Cheltenham Township - Moderately Dense Suburban Mix
Cheltenham Township is a suburban community sharing the northern border of Philadelphia. As
an older suburb (founded in 1682), it features slightly denser development patterns than more
contemporary suburbs, but - other than a couple of small “town centers” - is considerably less
dense than neighboring Philadelphia. Cheltenham Township is home to several historic districts
and buildings, including a train station building (still in operation today) designed by renowned
architect Horace Trumbauer. Cheltenham Township has significant forested and undeveloped
green space, primarily along the water courses in the study area. Some of these are utilized for
public recreation.
Philadelphia – Dense Urban
Abutting Cheltenham Township to the South and East, Philadelphia is Pennsylvania’s largest city
with a population of over 1.5 million people. Center City Philadelphia is notable for its rich history,
on display at the Liberty Bell, Independence Hall and other American Revolutionary sites. In
northeast Philadelphia, the diverse neighborhoods of Oak Lane/East Oak Lane, Lawncrest,
Lawndale, and Fox Chase offer a dense urban mix of traditional rowhomes and commercial
corridors. Northeast Philadelphia also provides ample public transportation connections and is
heavily served by SEPTA. The Fox-Chase Line, the Warminster Line, and the West Trenton Line
are easily accessible from Cheltenham Township.
Montgomery County - Surrounding Suburban Region –
Montgomery County, home to Cheltenham Township, is the third most-populous county in the
Commonwealth. As a component of the Delaware Valley, the suburban metropolitan area serving
Philadelphia, Montgomery County is a geographically diverse region. The County ranges from
farms and open land in the extreme north of the county to densely populated suburban
neighborhoods in the southern and central portions of the county. Generally, the housing stock
appear typical of the period, with larger homes, larger lots and higher real estate values than
Philadelphia.
Potential Users by Locale
Local Users
As seen in the response from our public survey, local use of the trail is of great interest to the
community. This can be seen by the current use of the existing Township trials along Tookany
Creek Parkway. Local users are likely the largest potential user group for the Tookany Creek Trail.
This will only increase as links and connections are developed to local resources, transportation
hubs, and adjacent trail systems.
Regional Users
Visitors and regional users are probably the next largest user group, especially as the Tookany
Creek Trail becomes fully connected with the Circuit Trail System. When we connect the 800
miles of the Circuit Trails, Greater Philadelphia and the surrounding region will have a trail
network unlike any other in the country - connecting the urban, suburban and rural communities
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of one of the largest metropolitan regions in the U.S. The Circuit Trails will make our region
stronger by providing a place for healthy transportation and recreation, connecting our
communities to green space, and making our neighborhoods more attractive places to live and
work. Once connected, the Circuit Trails will be one of the nation’s premier urban trail networks
and it will provide multiple benefits to neighborhoods, communities and the region as a whole.
(circuittrails.org)
Potential Trail Users by Type
Based on the nature of the communities and the activities in and around Cheltenham Township,
user activities will typically include:
• Walking/hiking for all age groups.
• Jogging/running.
• Walking and jogging with baby strollers.
• Bicycling - both high-pressure tire road bikes and lower pressure crossovers and short
and long-distance riders.
• Pedestrian / Bicycle commuting.
• Family Bicycling, including children just learning or in seats, carriers and trailers.
• Potentially Roller skating or Rollerblading.
Less frequent, but additional user activities may include:
• Walkers using assistive devices.
• Wheelchair users, although tire types should be for outdoor, more active use.
• Winter cross-country skiing if the snow is not removed.
It’s about more than recreation… One use noted above needs to be highlighted …
Pedestrian/Bicycle Commuting.
This particular use is often viewed with a bit of skepticism, particularly in more suburban and rural
communities where the automobile has become the default mode of transit for many. However,
while the Tookany Creek Trail will be an attractive addition for recreation uses, it has the potential
to become a key part of the commuter transportation network in the area by offering another
alternative. As the Circuit regional trail network continues to expand throughout the region, and
trail connections from Cheltenham Township become more readily available, this value will only
increase.
In a nation where heart disease and obesity related health issues are a major concern through all
age groups, expanding and encouraging pedestrian and bicycle alternatives is a proven approach
to improve the overall health of our communities. Investment in these alternatives is of significant
value.

POTENTIAL DEMAND & USE OF THE TRAIL
Estimate Usage Levels
In recent years, the Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission (DVRPC) has installed trail
counters along a number of Circuit Trails. These counters are able to record both pedestrian and
bicycle usage in the region and can give us an understanding of trail usage and demand.
The closest counter to the proposed Tookany Creek Trail corridor is located along the recently
completed Port Richmond Trail - A section of the Delaware River Trail and East Coast Greenway
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- at the intersection of East Allegheny Ave. and North Delaware Ave. in Philadelphia. According
to 2020 counts, the Port Richmond Trail segment saw 32,111 pedestrians and 19,118 cyclists. The
higher number of pedestrians could be due to the trail’s location adjacent to the General Pulaski
Park and fishing pier. Longer, more established spine trails in the Circuit, such as the Schuylkill
River Trail at Spring Mill Station, saw 2020 counts reaching between 170,379 and 243,727
annually.
Once an interconnected trail route is completed for the Tookany Creek Trail from the Delaware
River Trail and Tacony Trail to the Cresheim Trail, with spur connections to Fox Chase and the
Perkiomen Trail, similar counts to the Schuylkill River Trail will likely be matched.
Based on the counters in place, steady growth seems to be indicated and the same should be
expected for the Tookany Creek Trail. Likewise trail use will likely be higher in the spring, summer
and fall with less use in the winter months based on temperatures and weather conditions.

POTENTIAL LINKS & CONNECTORS
Sites, Services, Resources & Communities
The Tookany Creek Trail through Cheltenham Township has the potential to connect numerous
local sites, services, colleges, schools, community resources, parks, and neighborhoods. These
connections will enable residents, visitors, and employees to utilize the Tookany Creek Trail for
recreation as well as transportation throughout the community. Key connections could include:
History Sites/Destinations:
• Historic Thomas Rowland & Sons Shovel Works
Services/Businesses:
• Cheltenham Presbyterian Church
• J.C. Melrose Country Club
• Holy Trinity American Church
• Central Village – Central Ave. Pharmacy, Village Shoe Repair, etc.
• Cheltenham Center for the Arts
• Berachah Church
• Grace Pentecostal Church
• Conklin Swimming Pool
• Ashbourne Meadows (Residential Development)
• William Gottschalk Fire Training Area
• Elkins Park Gardens
• Elkins Park – Goat House Creamery, Ashbourne Cleaners, Creekside Market & Tap,
Sicilian Trattoria, etc.
Public Transportation:
• Lawndale SEPTA Station
• Cheltenham SEPTA Station
• Elkins Park SEPTA Station
• SEPTA bus lines:70 & 77
Parks & Trails:
• Tacony Creek Trail/Frankford Creek Greenway and the Delaware River Trail/East Coast
Greenway
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Tookany Creek Park
Tookany Creek Parkway
Veterans Memorial Field
Tyconely Park and Kleinheinz Pond
Burholme Park
Gimbel Field
High School Park
Ogontz Park

Schools:
• Elkins Park School
• Cheltenham Elementary School
Local & Regional Trail Connections
As previously noted, the study focused on the proposed trail from Cheltenham Ave. to HighSchool Rd. for a distance of approximately 3.5 miles in length. Ultimately the Tookany Creek
Trail will continue northwesterly from High-School Rd. to tie into the Cresheim Trail in
Philadelphia. Additionally, spur trail extensions will extend from the Tookany Creek Trail at
Tyconely park to Conklin Swimming Pool, Burholme Park, and the Pennypack Trail. Both the
future Tookany Creek Trial Extension and Pennypack Trail spur connection will tie into the larger
regional Circuit Trail network. These future trail extensions will provide connections to the
following resources:
Northern Extension of the Tookany Creek Trail
• Wall Park
• Curtis Arboretum
• Cheltenham High School
• Thomas Williams Park
• Glenside Park & Swimming Pool
• Arcadia University
• The Cresheim Trail
Spur Trail connections to Conklin Swimming Pool/Burholme Park and the Pennypack Trail
• Conklin Swimming Pool
• Grace Pentecostal Church
• Burholme Park
• Burholme Creek (recently daylit)
• Montefiore Cemetery
• Fox Chase
• The Pennypack Trail
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PHYSICAL INVENTORY & ASSESSMENT
OF THE PROPOSED ROUTE(S)
ALTERNATIVE ALIGNMENTS
The project team was tasked with analyzing potential alignments for the Tookany Creek Trail
within Cheltenham Township, generally following the course of Tookany Creek between
Cheltenham Ave. and High-School Rd. This feasibility study aims to update the 1999 Tookany
Creek Trail Master Plan to bring the existing trail to Circuit Trail Standards and provide a
connection to the Tacony Creek Trail at the Philadelphia/Montgomery County line. Subsequent
planning studies, including the 2006 Cheltenham Township Open Space Plan and the 2015
Montgomery County Trail Network Plan have further identified general alignments for the
proposed trail.
With help from the steering committee, community stakeholders, and public meeting attendees,
several trail corridor alternatives were developed along the Tookany Creek Corridor. These initial
alternatives were identified following initial research, several on-site field surveys, public
workshops, meetings with the steering committee, and input from municipal officials in
Cheltenham Township.
Alternative Analysis Mapping
Following initial research
and analysis and several site
visits to the trail corridor,
Trail alternatives were
investigated at a schematic
level. These alternatives are
identified on the Tookany
Creek Trail Preliminary
Alignments sketch plan
(left). This initial glance of
the corridor provides an
overview of the trail
alignment and opportunities
to connect to community
resources such as Conklin
Swimming Pool, Burholme
Park and Lawndale SEPTA
Station.
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The initial trail alternativities were further
refined in maps C.1-C.3 - Alternate Trail
Opportunities” (see Appendix A). These
maps identify visible footpaths and existing
trails within the corridor, as well as alternate
trail opportunities through the corridor.
These alternate trail opportunity maps also
looked at trail connections on both the left
and right bank of Tookany Creek, as well as
right-of-way and other potential constraints
such as topography and vegetation
In analyzing the trail corridor and alternative
opportunities along its extent, several areas
of the corridor presented opportunity, while
others presented challenge.
Addressing Intersection Constraints
Most notably, PennDOT intersections at
Tookany Creek Pkwy./New Second St., as
well as Ashbourne Rd./Central Ave.,
presented challenges. The intersection at
New Second St. has been analyzed and will
be receiving trail crossing improvements as
recommended as part of the Phase 3 RBA
Group Study in 2015. However, the
Ashbourne Rd./Central Ave. intersection is
yet to be addressed.
The
Ashbourne
Rd./Central
Ave.
Alternate Trail Opportunity Maps provide an
intersection has existing vehicular traffic
overview of the trail alignments considered
issues that are beyond the scope of this
study. A more in-depth transportation study
should take place to determine the best solution for all travel modes of travel including the
proposed multi-use trail. Trail crossing improvements recommended in this study will look to work
with the current intersection layout. However, it is understood that a future transportation study
might require an adjustment to our recommendations.
Concept Intersection Improvements
As part of our review of alternatives, the following concept intersection improvements were
discussed for the intersection at Ashbourne Rd./Central Ave.:
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Option 1: Trail Crossing with Existing Pedestrian Crosswalks (The short-term Solution)
• A typical intersection treatment with minimal changes to existing traffic flow would
incorporate
a
trail
crossing
experience that is similar to the
existing
pedestrian
crossing
experience. This more minimalist
approach would allow trail users to
travel through the intersection in two
phases. The trail users would first
travel from the southeastern corner to
the southwestern corner with the
traffic light, then again from the
southwestern
corner
to
the
northwestern corner with the next
traffic cycle. Although this delays the
trail crossing speed, minimal traffic
signal changes are required.
Trail Crossing with Existing Pedestrian Crosswalks
• In the short term, a minimally
at Ashbourne Rd.
intrusive solution such as this is
recommended for the trail, but
ultimately an in-depth transportation study will best address a long-term solution.
Option 2: Diagonal Trail Crossing

Diagonal Trail Crossing at Ashbourne Rd.

•

Diagonal Trail Crossing Example in Springwater
Colorado.

A less-common trail crossing experience incorporates an additional traffic signal into the
intersection to allow for trail users to cross at a diagonal. Not only would there be an eastwest traffic cycle and a north-south traffic cycle for vehicular traffic, but a third traffic
cycle can enable seamless travel for trail users from the south-east corner to the north-west
corner. This trail crossing signal is quicker and safer than a traditional crossing but comes
at a higher expense. Utilizing in-pavement censors, cyclists simply hover over the sensor
to trigger the traffic light. This trail crossing experience has been successfully incorporated
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into the Springwater Corridor Bike Path in Springwater, Colorado at the intersection of SE
Johnson Creek Blvd. and Bell Ave.
Option 3: Trail Roundabout
• Although commonplace in many
other parts of the world, roundabouts
are a fairly new concept in much of
the United States. Pennsylvania,
however,
has
successfully
implemented
a
number
of
roundabouts
throughout
the
commonwealth over the last decade.
• When properly designed and
implemented, roundabouts have the
opportunity to improve vehicular,
bicycle, and pedestrian travel times,
slow traffic speeds, and greatly
improve safety for all travel modes.
Trail Roundabout at Ashbourne Rd.
Additionally, roundabouts largely
utilize traffic signage rather than traffic signals, reducing reliance on electricity. In
comparing a roundabout to a traffic signal, studies show that roundabouts provide a 90%
reduction in fatal crashes, 75% reduction in injury crashes, 30-40 percent reduction in
pedestrian crashes, and 10% reduction in bicycle crashes (PennDOT).
• Although the roundabout represented here may not be the ultimate solution for the
intersection, a roundabout option should still be considered in future design. There may
even be an option of incorporating a single roundabout that incorporates all three
intersections that currently tie together Ashbourne Rd., Tookany Creek Pkwy., Old
Soldiers Rd., and Central Ave.
General Intersection Recommendations
Until an in-depth transportation study can take place to determine the best solution for all travel
modes at the intersection of Ashbourne Rd. and Central Ave., intersection recommendations in
this feasibly study will focus on the existing intersection layout. Following discussions with
PennDOT District 6 staff, the trail crossing recommendations were refined. These refined
improvements have been identified in Segment 3 of the Recommended Trail Route section of
this report.
Trail Alternatives Between Harrison Ave. and High School Park at Mill Rd.
Another challenging area of the trail corridor that was assessed for several feasible alternatives
was between Harrison Ave. and High School Park at Mill Rd. Within this segment, the trail must
ether continue up the left bank of the creek through Cheltenham Township owned lands and Biello
Auto Parts at 7875 Mill Rd, pass behind several homes on Mill Rd., utilizing a shared access
driveway, or a combination of both: Both alternatives are described below:
Left Bank Alternative
As identified in the 1999 Tookany Creek Master Plan a Multi-Use Trail could feasibly follow the
left bank of Tookany Creek north of Harrison Ave. through a Township owned property that
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extends along a dead-end section of Tookany Creek Parkway. Beyond the township owned
property, Biello Auto Parts at 7875 Mill Rd is a privately owned and operated auto salvage part
company that currently inhibits a connection to Mill Rd. A trail in this location will require an
easement to connect to Mill Rd. At Mill Rd. both bicycle sharrows (eastbound) and a contra-flow
bike lane (westbound) can be incorporated into the existing one-way street to bring the trail across
Tookany Creek using the existing road bridge where it can tie into High School Park.
Right Bank Alternative
Upon crossing Harrison Ave. at a new multi-use trail crossing, this alternative must cross Tookany
Creek by way of the existing Harrison Ave. Bridge. Like many vehicular bridges, the Harrison
Ave. Bridge is too narrow for a full-width trail at this time. When the bridge is replaced, a multiuse trail should be accommodated.
From the Harrison Ave. Bridge, the Trail could feasibly utilize an existing residential alleyway
that connects behind several homes on Mill Rd. Although this alleyway could be upgraded to a
shared-use roadway that serves both residential vehicles and multi-use trail traffic, the Mill Rd.
residents strongly object to such an alternative, and it is not recommended. Upon entering Mill
Rd., the trail could continue as a cycle-track to the entrance to High School Park.
Bridge Alternative
If a trail easement cannot be
accommodated
through
either the Auto Salvage
Company on the left bank,
or the residents on Mill Rd.
on the right bank, there may
be an opportunity to
develop a trail bridge
connecting
from
the
Township owned property
on the left bank of the creek
to the northern end of the
Mill Rd. alleyway on the
right bank of the creek. This
bridge would not only
avoid the Auto Salvage
Company but minimize
conflicts with Mill Rd.
residents.

Trail Alternatives Considered between Harrison Ave. and Mill Rd.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS
Potential Lengths and ROW of proposed Trail Routes
The proposed overall trail alignment for The Tookany Creek Trail from Cheltenham Ave. to High
School Rd. is approximately 3.5 miles in length. Although the trail alternatives identified vary
concept and location along the Tookany Creek corridor, the overall trail length remains
approximately the same. Several trail spurs are proposed as part of the trail corridor to connect
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resources and residents within the community. These trail spurs will require additional milage and
right-of-way negotiation.
In analyzing the primary alternative trail alignments along Tookany Creek, it was found that much
of the Tookany Creek corridor has been dedicated to Township public park land. The few privately
owned parcels along the proposed route will require right-of-way negotiation and acquisition.
Details pertaining to the right-ofway are further discussed in the
Legal Feasibility section of this
report.
Topography and Slope Conditions
Cheltenham Township is home to
areas with steep slopes, which not
only creates limitations in
development, but contributes to the
rolling country setting that many
residents
associate
with
Cheltenham. Overall, steep slopes
Cheltenham Township Steep Slopes – Map Courtesy of the
are not a major feature of
Cheltenham Township Comprehensive Plan (MCPC)- 2005
Cheltenham Township. The most
prevalent areas of steep slopes are
along the Tookany Creek Parkway area where many of the slopes are 25 percent or more.
In developing a recommended alignment for the Tookany Creek Trail, a detailed analysis of slope
conditions was not performed. Slope conditions are important from the trail user standpoint,
constructability, stormwater management and potential ADA compliance. To assist in further
evaluating the alterative alignments, a basic qualitative analysis of slope conditions was conducted
and was based on three condition assessments as follows:
•

•

•

Low Slope – These are sections where there appeared to be no or very little slope to the
existing landform. Typically, they are appropriate for trail development, relatively easy to
construct in any surface type to meet ADA requirements and are suitable for all trail users.
Stormwater management needs to be carefully considered to avoid water ponding on the
trail itself and detrimental accumulation on adjacent site areas if there are no available
stormwater drainage facilities.
Medium Slope – (>15%) These are sections where there is a well-defined visible slope to
the land or a rolling landform. Again, these areas are typically appropriate for trail
development and relatively easy to construct. Hard surface trails may perform better over
the long term but trails properly constructed in other surfaces such as crushed stone will
work. They are suitable for most users, but some earthwork or minimal structures way be
required to meet ADA requirements. Stormwater management needs to be carefully
considered to avoid water ponding on the trail itself and detrimental accumulation on
adjacent site areas if there are no available stormwater drainage facilities.
Steep Slope – (>25%) These are sections where there is significant slope to landform,
particularly for long sections. Trails can be developed on these slopes, but the present
challenges to construction as well as end users. Hard surface trails and paths are generally
the only sound option. Significant earthwork may be required for construction as well as
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significant features, such as switchback ramps may be needed to meet ADA requirements.
Stormwater management is a critical concern to address runoff and detrimental
accumulation if there are no available stormwater drainage facilities.
Surrounding Land Use
Surrounding land uses are fairly consistent through the Tookany Creek Trail corridor and along
the proposed alternatives. As identified in Montco 2040: A shared Vision – Future Land Use Plan,
land use patterns in the county will work to best reflect market trends, consumer demand, and
government policy by 2040. As reflected in the future land use plan, the Tookany creek trail
corridor will continue to serve largely as open space for Cheltenham Township.
As identified in the map below, the future land uses in the study area will include:
•
•
•
•
•

Open Space
Town Residential
Suburban Residential
Community Mixed Use
Village Center

The Montco 2040: A Shared Vision – Future Land Use Plan provides an overview of the land-use
patterns proposed for Cheltenham Township. As you can see, the Tookany Creek Corridor will
continue to be preserved as Open Space
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NATURAL FEATURES INVENTORY
Natural resources include environmentally sensitive areas and unseen resources such as geology
and soils. These natural resources affect the health and vitality of the woodlands, streams, and
wildlife in Cheltenham Township, as well as contribute to the overall aesthetic quality of the
Township. Both natural features and scenic resources should be taken into consideration when
planning the Tookany Creek Trail.

The project study area is comprised of the Pennsylvania Piedmont region.

Geology
The Piedmont is a plateau region located in the Eastern United States, stretching from New York
to Central Alabama between the Atlantic coastal plain and the Appalachian Mountains.
Montgomery County is contained within the Pennsylvania Piedmont region, which is traditionally
a heavily agricultural section of the Piedmont Plateau with gently rolling hills and valleys in
Eastern Pennsylvania. Much of the Piedmont in Pennsylvania is becoming urbanized and
developed. The Piedmont Province is further sub-divided into three sections: The Piedmont
Upland, Piedmont Lowland, and the Gettysburg-Newark Sections. Although Montgomery County
is comprised of all three Piedmont regions, Cheltenham Township and the Tookany Creek Trail
study area is located in the Piedmont Upland section. The formations underlying Cheltenham are
Conestoga Limestone, Chickies Quartzite, Wissahickon Schist/Felsic Gneiss, and Bryn Mawr
formation.
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Woodlands
Like much of Montgomery
County, Cheltenham Township
was originally a dense forest of
hardwoods that covered the
majority of the Township. As the
community became populated,
clearing, cultivation, and rapid
development
reduced
the
woodlands to isolated areas,
largely
contained
within
Township parks and open space
and along waterways. Principal
types of woodlands remaining in
Cheltenham Township Woodlands – Map Courtesy of the
Cheltenham largely consist of
Cheltenham Township Comprehensive Plan (MCPC)- 2005
red oak, ash, maple, elm, eastern
red cedar, sugar maple, beech, and yellow birch. Recognizing that the woodlands not only improve
the aesthetic nature of the township, but help to prevent erosion, provide wildlife habitat, and
improve water quality, the preservation of woodland areas will be prioritized in trail development.
Wetlands and Stream Corridors
Cheltenham Township has an
insignificant number of wetlands
according to the National
Wetlands Inventory, prepared by
the U.S. Department of the
Interior, Fish and Wildlife
Service. Although the Tookany
Creek Trail plan looks to follow
the Tookany Creek corridor, the
proposed trail alignments aim to
avoid any designated wetlands.
It is important to recognize other
undesignated wetland areas may
be present within the corridor.
Future trail design will work to
avoid any other wetland areas.

Cheltenham Township Wetlands – Map Courtesy of the
Cheltenham Township Comprehensive Plan (MCPC)- 2005

Stream Corridors and Watersheds
The Tookany Creek Trail study area is contained within the Tookany/Tacony-Frankford
Watershed, which drains approximately 33 square miles. The Tookany Creek section of the
watershed (north of Cheltenham Avenue) contains 25.37 stream miles. This includes the headwater
tributaries in Abington and Cheltenham, as well as Jenkintown and parts of Rockledge Boroughs
and Springfield. The six main tributaries that feed the Tookany Creek are Baeder Creek,
Jenkintown Creek, Leaches Run, Main Stem, Mill Run, and Rock Creek.
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Upon entering Philadelphia (south of
Cheltenham Avenue) the TaconyFrankford section of the watershed
contains 6.8 stream miles. The
Tookany is renamed Tacony as it
leaves Montgomery County, flowing
through Philadelphia’s Tacony
Creek Park from Cheltenham
Avenue to the Juniata Golf Course.
It becomes Frankford Creek when it
joins the historic Wingohocking
Creek at I Street and Ramona by the
Juniata Golf Course. The creek
flows into the Delaware River just
south of the Betsy Ross Bridge
(Tookany/Tacony-Frankford
Watershed Partnership).
Fortunately,
Cheltenham
has
managed to preserve and make full
use of many of its natural features,
including the Tookany Creek, which
provides significant water and
recreational resources for the
residents of the region. This creek
corridor meanders through a series
Tookany/Tacony-Frankford Watershed – Map Courtesy of
of township parks and open space,
the Philadelphia Water Department
creating a significant linear
greenway along the Tookany Creek
Parkway. Providing access to this Township resources will be a key focus of the Tookany Creek
Trail.
Floodplain
Our team utilized the Pennsylvania DCED Flood Zone Map to determine areas prone to flooding.
The 100-year floodplain (identified below in blue) is often dry, but during flood events, the
floodplain can be utilized to store and convey large quantities of floodwater. Development within
the floodplain boundaries can often reduce the carrying capacity and increases the height and
destructive ability of floodwater. Ensuring that the trail’s development does not exacerbate the
negative impacts during a flood event will be required as part of the project design process.
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Food Hazard Zones were also investigated along the Tookany Creek Trail corridor utilizing the
Pennsylvania DCED Flood Zone Map pictured above

FEMA Map Service Center

The red and blue striped area on the map indicates the regulatory floodway, while the blue area
indicates the 100-year floodplain hazard area. Recognizing that much of the existing and proposed
trail corridor will be within the 100-year floodplain hazard area, an asphalt trail surface, that is
less-susceptible to flood damage, is recommended. Trail development within the floodplain should
incorporate flood mitigation strategies to ensure the carrying capacity is not reduced.

WILDLIFE ANALYSIS WITHIN THE CORRIDOR
As part of our Physical Inventory and Assessment, BCM Engineers conducted a Pennsylvania
Natural Diversity Index (PNDI) search for the Tookany Creek Trail Corridor. This PNDI is a
partnership between the Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
(DCNR), the Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission (PFBC), the Pennsylvania Game
Commission (PGC), and the Western Pennsylvania Conservancy (WPC) in cooperation with the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The PNDI provides information regarding the location and status
of important ecological resources (plants, vertebrates, invertebrates, ecological communities and
geologic features) in order to help guide conservation work and land-use planning.
The Tookany Creek Trail PNDI Results indicated that no known impact is anticipated to threatened
and endangered species and/or special concern species and resources for the PA Game
Commission, the PA Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, and the U.S. Fish and
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wildlife Service. The PA Fish and Boat Commission has indicated that it will require further review
to resolve any potential impacts. Materials will need to be submitted to the PA Fish and Boat
Commission at part of the project design and permitting process. Detailed Results from this PNDI
search can be found in Appendix C.

SIGNIFICANT STRUCTURES WITHIN THE CORRIDOR
Several existing structures were identified within the study area. Some of these structures provide
creek crossings for the existing Tookany Creek Parkway footpath, while others served the
Ashbourne Meadows Country Club when it was still in use. The following structures were
considered for use by the Tookany Creek Trail, as part of this study:
Existing Bridges & Culvert within Melrose Country Club
Existing bridges within Melrose Country Club enable creek crossings for golf carts in order to
provide access to several of the golf holes. Additionally, a culvert under Tookany Creek Parkway
provides access for to the Melrose Country Club facilities on either side of the road. Being that
these structures are currently being utilized by a private golf club, they are not suitable for a public
multi-use trail.
Ashmead Rd. Roadway Bridge over Tookany Creek
Cheltenham Township replaced the
Ashmead Rd. Bridge over Tookany Creek in
2020. As part of this bridge replacement, a
new widened pedestrian walkway was
incorporated into the bridge structure.
Although the Tookany Creek Trail will
remain on the right bank of Tookany Creek,
adjacent to the Parkway in this area, the
Ashmead Rd. bridge could enable a nice
connection for residents in Lawndale if a
new pedestrian sidewalk is developed on
Ashmead Rd. A new sidewalk east of
Tookany Creek Parkway is recommended as
part of this trail study.

New Ashmead Road Bridge over Tookany Creek

Pedestrian Bridge at Tookany Creek Park
An existing ~4ft wide pedestrian bridge currently links Tookany Creek Parkway to the Tookany
Creek Park and Cheltenham Little League Woodland Complex. Although this bridge is too narrow
to accommodate a multiuse trail, the proposed Tookany Creek Trail will link to this existing
resource.
Central Ave. Roadway Bridge (SR 2025) over Tookany Creek
Although this PennDOT bridge was investigated for use by the Tookany Creek Trail, the narrow
two-lane bridge with sidewalks on both sides is too narrow to accommodate the Trail. When this
bridge is replaced, multi-use trail accommodation should be included. Alternatively, a new multiuse trail bridge will need to be developed accommodate the trail on the upstream side.
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Tookany Creek Pedestrian Bridge (North
of Veterans Field Parking Area)
As part of the existing Tookany Creek
walking trail, a pedestrian bridge (~5ft
wide) currently carries the trail over
Tookany Creek just north of the Veterans
Field parking area. Rather than develop a
new multiuse bridge to accommodate the
trail to the north of Central Ave., this
existing pedestrian bridge should be
replaced with a full-width multi-use trail
bridge built to circuit trail standards.

Pedestrian Bridge (South of Jenkintown Rd.)

Two Tookany Creek Trail Pedestrian Bridges adjacent to Tookany Creek Parkway (Burholme
Creek and Jenkintown Creek)
Between Central Ave and Jenkintown Rd., the existing Tookany Creek walking trail crosses two
Tookany Creek tributaries adjacent to Tookany Creek Parkway – one over Burholme Creek and
one over Jenkintown Creek. Both pedestrian bridges (~5ft wide) will accommodate the trail in the
short term but should ultimately be replaced by full-width multiuse trail bridge built to Circuit
Trail standards.
Tookany Creek Pedestrian Bridge (South
of Jenkintown Rd.)
As part of the existing Tookany Creek
walking trail, a pedestrian bridge (~5ft
wide) currently carries the trail over
Tookany Creek just south of Jenkintown
Rd. Although this bridge is too narrow to
accommodate a multiuse trail, the proposed
Tookany Creek Trail will link to this
existing resource to enable walkers to use
the earthen trail on the right bank of the
creek.

Pedestrian Bridge (South of Jenkintown Rd.)

Abandoned Bridges & Bridge Abutments
within Ashbourne Meadows Development
Within
the
Ashbourne
Meadows
Development site, several bridges and
bridge abutments have been identified
along Tookany Creek. These bridges once
served the golf course but have since been
abandoned and/or removed. In speaking
with Taylor Wiseman & Taylor - the
engineering firm working on the
Ashbourne Meadows Development – it
was recognized that one of the bridges will

Abandoned Bridge in Ashbourne Meadows
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be replaced for pedestrian use, while the others will be removed. Once constructed, this bridge will
be dedicated to Cheltenham Township with the lands adjacent to the creek. In connecting the
Tookany Creek Trail along the left bank of the Tookany Creek in this area, a tie-in to the pedestrian
bridge will enable access to the residents within Ashbourne Meadows.
Tookany Creek Parkway Roadway Bridge over Tookany Creek (East of New 2nd St.)

The Tookany Creek Parkway Bridge over Tookany Creek (East of New 2nd St.) can be re-distributed
to include a widened sidewalk for the trail on the upstream side.

As the existing Tookany Creek Trail approaches New 2nd St. on Tookany Creek Parkway, the trail
narrows and crosses Tookany Creek utilizing the existing sidewalk (~4-5 ft wide). By shifting the
existing vehicle lanes and widening the sidewalk on the up-stream side of the bridge, the sidewalk
could potentially accommodate the Tookany Creek Trail and meet Circuit Trail Standards.
Alternatively, a new separated trail bridge could be accommodated on the upstream side.
The Harrison Ave. Roadway Bridge over Tookany Creek
Similar to the Tookany Creek Parkway Bridge previously mentioned, this narrow two-lane bridge
has sidewalks on both sides. If it is determined that the Tookany Creek Trail utilize this bridge to
connect from Mill Rd. to the Mill Rd. Alleyway, this low-volume road can incorporate bike lanes
for the short distance crossing the bridge.
The Mill Rd. Bridge over Tookany Creek
If the Harrison Ave. Bridge over Tookany
Creek is not selected as the primary corridor
for the Trail, the trail will likely need to cross
the Mill Rd. Bridge over Tookany Creek to
connect to High School Park. This one-way
bridge has guide rails protecting sidewalks
on both sides of the road and is utilized for
vehicle parking adjacent to a single traffic
lane. Removing a section of guide rail and
providing on-road bicycle improvements
could accommodate trail traffic for a short
distance over this bridge.

Mill Rd. Bridge

INFRASTRUCTURE AND UTILITIES
At the level of this feasibility study a detailed analysis of utilities along the considered alignments
was not performed. This will need to be done and is more appropriately addressed during the
preliminary design phase for the various sections selected for development.
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That being said, mapping from the 2009 Tookany Creek Master Plan identified the following
utility corridors within the study area:
•
•
•
•

Texas Eastern Gas Line
PECO Gas Line
Sanitary Suburban Water Line
Sanitary Sewer

Utilities noticed during the field work are primarily overhead, pole mounted services, and sanitary
sewer lines. Typically, these types of conditions do not conflict with trail development or present
conditions that can’t readily be addressed during the design process. No specific conditions were
noted that raised concerns regarding potential utility conflicts that might require extraordinary
efforts to resolve.

INTERSECTIONS AND ACCESS POINTS
Access, Parking and Comfort facilities
The length of this section of trail is relatively short. It can be completely traveled by bike, very
comfortably, in less than an hour. Trailhead facility and access points will be well served by
existing municipal park facilities along the corridor.
There are several existing parking and bathroom facilities that will help to serve the Tookany Creek
Trail. Existing facilities include:
•
•
•
•
•

High School Park and Ogontz Park (High School Rd.)
Gimbel Field (Harrison Ave.)
Tyconely Park/Kleinheinz Memorial Pond (Tookany Creek Pkwy.)
Veterans Memorial Field Parking Area (Tookany Creek Parkway & Central Ave.)
Tookany Creek Park/Cheltenham Little League (Pedestrian access from Tookany Creek
Parkway)

A trailhead facility at Cheltenham Ave. and Tookany Creek Parkway should also be considered.
This gateway trailhead will serve as a beginning/end to the Cheltenham Township Trail network
and transition to the Tacony Creek Trail network in Philadelphia. A kiosk with mapping and
signage in this location will help to serve trail users as they explore the services along the trail
route.
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THE TOOKANY CREEK TRAIL – A CONCEPT PLAN
KEY OUTCOMES AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
Key outcomes from the project research and analysis phase of the study were utilized along with
input from the public survey, stakeholder interviews and public workshops, and study advisory
committee meetings to guide future recommendations and selection of the preferred trail
alignment:
Key research and analysis outcomes and recommendations included prioritizing the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop a continuous off-road trail wherever possible.
Stay close to Tookany Creek where possible.
Connect to existing Public Transportation, Park, and Community Resources.
Upgrade the existing trails and bridges to Circuit Trail Standards.
Interface with the Circuit Trail Network and other trail planning efforts in Montgomery
County and Philadelphia.
Promote Historical/Environmental Education throughout the corridor.
Develop a Trail Gateway to the Tookany Creek Trail and Tacony Trail at Cheltenham Ave.
and Tookany Creek Parkway.
Connect to Conklin Swimming Pool and Burholme Park.
Pursue future extensions of the trail to both the Pennypack Trail and Cresheim Trail.
Provide optimal access to residents throughout the corridor.
Respect the privacy of local residents and landowners.
Connect to the business and commercial corridors in Elkins Park, Cheltenham, and
Lawndale.
Plan for future recreation and transportation opportunities.
Ensure trail development works to address concerns related to stormwater management
and existing flooding along the corridor.
Improve pedestrian and bicycle safety at crossings of Township roads and PennDOT
highways.

RECOMMENDED TRAIL ROUTE
An off-road multi-use trail corridor between High School Rd. and Cheltenham Ave. will provide
the best opportunity to meet the goals of this feasibility study and key outcomes and
recommendations from our project research and analysis phase. The following detailed trail
alignment appears to provide the best opportunity to meet these goals.
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Recommended Trail Alignment by Segment

Recommendations for a suitable off-road multi-use trail alignment has been detailed in the map
above. This trail alignment has been broken into 8 segments that are detailed below:
Segment 1: Tookany Creek Parkway from Cheltenham Ave. to Ashmead Rd.
• Improved Trailhead/Gateway at Cheltenham Ave./Tookany Creek Parkway
• 3860 linear Feet (lf) – Road Diet along Tookany Creek Parkway Incorporating a new
Sidepath
Recommendations:
Improved Trailhead/Gateway at Cheltenham Ave.
• The existing Tacony Creek Trail terminates at the intersection of Tookany Creek Pkwy and
Cheltenham Ave. at the boundary between Philadelphia and Montgomery County. Due to
the lack in trail activity and limited visibility from the road, this intersection and trailhead
has unfortunately seen neglect and sees regular dumping of unwanted goods.
• Creating a highly utilized connection to the Tookany Creek Trail and improving the
visibility and amenities at this trailhead can help to develop this intersection as a gateway
to the shared recreational resources in Cheltenham Township and Philadelphia.
• Proposed improvements should incorporate a gateway plaza, seating, and kiosk signage.
As with other trailheads within the Fairmount Park system in Philadelphia, the Tookany
Creek trailhead should incorporate educational signage and mapping of trail connections
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A Kiosk similar to this could be incorporated at Cheltenham Ave.

•

to the Circuit Trail Network and community resources within Cheltenham Township that
are accessible from the Trail.
Enhancements at this gateway should also work to manage and control vehicular access.
Increased activity and active maintenance will help to mitigate any undesirable uses.

Road Diet along Tookany Creek Parkway (3860 lf)
• To incorporate a sidepath along Tookany Creek Parkway from Cheltenham Ave. to
Ashmead Rd., a road diet could be incorporated. This road diet will remove the unnecessary
center turning lane and excess shoulder width from the roadway in order to accommodate
a buffered sidepath along its eastern edge. Ideally this sidepath would be developed with a
planted buffer separation from the road and permeable paving materials to mitigate
stormwater runoff into Tookany Creek.

•

Narrowing the existing ~44ft wide cartway - which contains excessive shoulders, a travel
lane in each direction, and a central turning lane - to ~31ft will not only enable a 10ft wide
trail but allow for an additional ~7ft of landscaping and vegetative buffer, both of which
can be designed to absorb runoff and relieve stress on the combined sewer system during
storm events. Additionally, a road diet will mimic the existing Tookany Creek Parkway
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experience north of Ashmead Rd. and encourage slower traffic speeds, creating a safer
travel experience for all users.

Segment 2: Tookany Creek Parkway from Ashmead Rd. to Ashbourne Rd./Central Ave.
• 2810 lf of a new Multi-Use Trail/Sidepath
• A New at-Grade Trail Crossing at Ashmead Rd./Tookany Creek Parkway
• Mid-Block Trail Crossing of Tookany Creek Parkway (~300 lf south of Ashbourne
Rd.)

Ample space is available for a trail connection along Tookany Creek Parkway between Ashmead Rd.
and Ashbourne Rd./Central Ave.

Recommendations:
Multi-use Trail/Sidepath on Tookany Creek Parkway (2810 lf)
• Between Ashmead Rd. and Ashbourne Rd./Central Ave. the trail transitions to a traditional
sidepath that will be located adjacent to the eastern edge of Tookany Creek Parkway. Other
than a single business (Tookany Creek Auto Services, Inc.) at Ashbourne Rd., this entire
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segment is contained within Cheltenham Township owned land. We recommend that the
trail cross from the east to the west side of Tookany Creek Parkway 300 lf prior to
Ashbourne Rd. in order to avoid conflict with the auto services business. The trail may
need to be narrowed to 8ft as it approaches Central Ave. on the western side of Tookany
Creek Parkway.
Unlike segment 1, this segment of Tookany Creek Parkway narrows to two 11ft travel
lanes. Although this segment does not provide suitable space within the existing cartway,
there is ample space along its eastern edge to accommodate a multi-use trail sidepath
between Tookany Creek and the road. Similar to Segment 1, this multi-use trail/sidepath
should be buffered from the roads edge and utilize permeable paving techniques that might
include a bio-swale.

At-Grade Trail Crossing of Ashmead Rd.
• An at-grade trail crossing should be incorporated into the intersection of Tookany Creek
Pkwy and Ashmead Rd. This trail crossing will tie into the pedestrian sidewalk that was
incorporated in the re-built Ashmead Rd. Bridge over Tookany Creek Parkway.
Mid-Block Trail Crossing of Tookany Creek Parkway (~300 lf south of Ashbourne Rd.)
• Approximately 300 lf south of the Ashbourne Rd./Central Ave. Intersection, we
recommend a mid-block crossing bring the trail from the eastern edge to the western edge
of the Tookany Creek Parkway. This mid-block trail crossing should incorporate the
appropriate warning signage and pedestrian-actuated rapid-flashing beacons.
• Bringing the trail to the western edge of Tookany Creek Parkway prior to the intersection,
helps to avoid Tookany Creek Auto Services business at 601 Tookany Creek Parkway.
This business is located on the southeastern corner of the intersection and inhibits a safe
trail crossing experience.
Connections to Consider (not included in cost):
Sidewalk connection to Lawndale, Philadelphia (650 lf)
• A new sidewalk connection along Ashmead Rd./Levick St. should be considered. This
sidewalk will link Cheltenham Township to Lawn Crest, enabling a safe pedestrian
connection to the Trail from both communities. Additionally, this sidewalk connection
would bring access to the Lawndale SEPTA train station. Signage at Ashmead Rd. and
Tookany Creek Parkway can further direct trail users to services on Rising Sun Ave. in
Lawn Crest.
Maintain Existing Connection to Tookany Creek Park
• Approximately halfway between Ashmead Rd. and Ashbourne Rd./Central Ave., one of
several existing pedestrian bridges along the proposed trail corridor connects Tookany
Creek Parkway to Tookany Creek Park. Tying into this existing pedestrian bridge will
enhance access to this existing community park facility.
New Trail Spur to Boyer Rd. at Gilbert Rd. (550 lf)
• Across from the existing pedestrian bridge to Tookany Creek Park, there is an opportunity
to provide an additional trail link to the residential community at the intersection of Boyer
Rd. and Gilbert Rd. This trail spur will extend approximately 550ft to the east of Tookany
Creek Parkway and require a new mid-block pedestrian crosswalk to connect to the
Tookany Creek Trail and Tookany Creek Park. Fortunately, the land required for this trail
spur is owned by Cheltenham Township.
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Segment 3: Traversing the Intersection at Tookany Creek Parkway/Central Ave./Old Soldiers Rd.
(820 lf)
• A New At-Grade Trail Crossing at Central Ave and Upgraded Trail Crossing of
Ashbourne Rd.
• Recommendation for an in-depth Transportation Study to address a long-term
solution for the trail crossing of Tookany Creek Parkway/Central Ave./Old Soldiers
Rd. (not included in cost)
• New Multiuse Trail and Trail Bridge over Tookany Creek, north of Central Ave. This
Trail bridge will replace the existing footbridge, just north of Veterans Field Parking
Area.
Existing constraints:
To traverse the Intersection at Tookany Creek Parkway/Central Ave./Old Soldiers Rd. the Trail
must address several constraints:

The Tookany Creek Trail will provide Opportunities to incorporate educational/Historical Signages

•

Tookany Creek Auto Services at 601 Tookany Creek Parkway is located on the
southeastern corner of the intersection. Vehicles located on the property appear to encroach
on the sidewalk, inhibiting safe pedestrian travel. Coordination will be required with this
business to ensure that sufficient space is available for the trail as it approaches the
intersection.
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•

The Historic Shovel Shop on the southwestern corner of the intersection poses both a
constraint and opportunity. The trail should work to preserve the historic nature of the
Cheltenham Township owned property and take the opportunity to enhance the site with
educational signage.
• The Central Ave. Bridge over Tookany Creek is a constraint due to its narrow lanes and
sidewalks. When this PennDOT Bridge is replaced, a full width trail should be considered.
incorporated into the structure. Alternatively, an adjacent trail bridge can be built over
Tookany Creek on its western side. An adjacent trail bridge has been included in our cost
estimate.
• State Route 2025, which follows Ashbourne Rd. to Central Ave., has annual average daily
vehicle traffic volume of 6700 according to PennDOT. Traversing this intersection will
require PennDOT approval.
Recommendations:
A New At-Grade Trail Crossing at Central Ave and Upgraded Trail Crossing of Ashbourne Rd.
• In approaching the Intersection of Old Soldiers Rd. on the western side to Tookany Creek
Parkway, a new crossing will need to be developed at Central Ave., just south of the Shovel
Shop. This one-way section of Central Ave. is very low traffic and provides access to
several homes along Central Ave. and Highland Rd.
• Continuing past the Shovel Shop, an at-grade trail crossing should be incorporated into the
intersection of Tookany Creek Pkwy and Ashbourne Rd. Although several trail crossing
alternatives were investigated for this intersection, this trail crossing recommendation is
minimally intrusive, cost efficient and will provide access to the Historic Shovel Shop.
Recommendation for an in-depth Transportation Study to address a long-term solution for the
trail crossing of Tookany Creek Parkway/Central Ave./Old Soldiers Rd. (not included in cost)
• Ultimately an in-depth transportation study should be considered for the intersection of
Tookany Creek Parkway/Central Ave./Old Soldiers Rd. Recognizing that the intersection
has existing vehicular traffic issues that are beyond the scope of this study, a more in-depth
transportation study will best determine a long-term solution for all travel modes.
New Trail Bridge over Tookany Creek to the north of Central Ave. This Trail bridge will replace
the existing footbridge, just north of Veterans Field Parking Area.
• Upon, crossing Ashbourne Rd. the trail will need to cross Tookany Creek.
• Unfortunately, the existing Central Ave. bridge contains narrow lanes and sidewalks. In
speaking with PennDOT, the Central Ave. bridge is not scheduled for replacement in the
near term and is not suitable for the trail.
• Rather than cross at Central Ave., as initially intended, it is recommended that a new multiuse trail bridge replace the existing footbridge, just north of Veterans Field Parking Area.
In order to connect to the trail crossing of Ashbourne Rd./Tookany Creek Parkway, a new
820 lf section of multi-use trail will extend up the west bank of Tookany Creek to the
location of the new bridge. This trail extension will also provide better access to the
Cheltenham Center for the Arts.
Segment 4: Tookany Creek Parkway from Central Ave. to Jenkintown Rd.
• 3770 lf of Upgraded Trail to Circuit Multi-Use Standards
• Replace Two Footbridges with 10-12 ft wide Trail Bridges
• Maintain existing earthen walking loop
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Recommendations
Segment 4 of the Tookany Creek Trail largely follows recommendations from the 1999 Tookany
Creek Trail Master Plan. This segment of the parkway contains the existing walking path within
Township owned land, which will be updated to multi-use Circuit Trail standards.
Upgrading the Trail to the Circuit Multi-use Trail Standards (3770 lf)
• To bring the existing walking path between Veterans Memorial Field parking lot and
Jenkintown Rd. up to multi-use trail standards, a 10-12ft wide asphalt trail is proposed.
This trail will follow the general layout of the existing walking path along the left bank of
Tookany Creek within the maintained parkland that parallels the roadway. There are
several areas along the trail where the physical space is very narrow or obstructed by
mature trees. Where necessary, the trail may need to be narrowed slightly to accommodate
these features.
• As part of this trail widening, two existing 4-6ft-wide pedestrian bridges will need to be
upgraded. These bridges are located on the left bank of the creek and bring the walking
path across two Tookany Creek Tributaries - Burholme Creek and Jenkintown Creek. To
meet Circuit Trail standards, these bridges should either be replaced with new 10-12ft wide
trail bridges, or secondary 4-6ft wide bridges should be incorporated adjacent to the two
exiting pedestrian bridges to accommodate trail travel in both directions.
Maintain the Existing Walking Loop (3600 lf)
• In addition to the two bridges
that parallel Tookany Creek
parkway, two other pedestrian
bridges cross Tookany Creek
to create a walking loop. As
noted in Segment 3, the one
located just north Veterans
Field parking lot will be
upgraded to host the multi-use
trail. A second pedestrian
bridge is located just south of
Jenkintown Rd. These two
bridges create a well-utilized
walking
loop
between
Jenkintown Rd. and Central
The existing walking trail along Tookany Creek
Ave. that varies in width from
Parkway will be upgraded to meet Circuit Trail
3-6ft.
Standards
• The existing informal walking
trail on the right bank will be maintained as an earthen walking trail within the natural
woodland setting. Providing both an earthen path on the right bank and multi-use asphalt
trail on the left bank will not only create a loop but will help to separate trail users by mode.
This stretch of trail is anticipated to receive the highest amount of use and will attract users
traveling between Kleinheinz Memorial Pond, Conklin Swimming Pool, Burholme Park
and Veterans Park.
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Connections to Consider (not included in cost):
An Improved Connection to Veterans Field Parking Area to tie into Cheltenham Village
• After crossing Tookany Creek from the right bank to the left bank, just north of the
Veterans Field Parking Area, the primary trail corridor will continue towards Jenkintown
Rd. Existing connections and crosswalks connecting the Veterans Memorial Field parking
lot, as well as Central Ave. and Cheltenham Village should be maintained and upgraded
where necessary.
To Conklin Swimming Pool:
• An existing crosswalk at Kleinheinz Memorial Pond/Tyconely Park connects directly to
the Tookany Creek Trail. Tyconely Park provides 20+parking spaces for visitors and is an
ideal Trailhead for the corridor.
• Extending to the north from Klenheinz Memorial Pond and Tyconely Park, a spur trail
connection to Conklin Swimming Pool is recommended through Grace Pentecostal
Church. This ~1200 ft long trail spur will require a crosswalk over Church Rd. and
approval from both Conklin Swimming Pool and Grace Pentecostal Church.
To Burholme Park, with potential for a future connection to Fox Chase and the Pennypack Trail:
• Similar to a proposed trail connection to Conklin Swimming Pool, a second trail spur
should be pursued between Tyconely Park and Burholme Park. This ~2000 ft long
connection will follow the wooded western edge of Hope Lodge to W. Laurel Ave. at
Jefferson Ave. In order to connect into Burholme Park from Hope Lodge, a trail will need
to be developed along W. Laurel Ave. and make a crossing of both Yew Rd. and Township
Line Rd. into the park.
• Although a detailed trail feasibility study is needed, this Burholme Park trail spur will
ultimately aim to connect from the Tookany Creek Trail at Tyconely Park to Fox Chase
and the on to the Pennypack Trail. From Tyconely Park, the trail could connect through
Hope Lodge and Burholme Park to Jeanes Campus – Temple University Hospital. It could
then tie into the Fox Chase- Lorimer Trail, which is planned within the former railroad bed
north of Fox Chase SEPTA station. The City of Philadelphia anticipates construction of its
portion of the Fox-Chase Lorimer Trail in 2021.
• The Tookany Creek Trail connection to Burholme Bark and Pennypack Trail should be
added to the Circuit Trail Network.
Segment 5: Jenkintown Rd. to New Second St.
• Two Existing Crosswalks (Jenkintown Rd. & Tookany Creek Parkway)
• 3050 lf of New Multi-Use Trail through Ashbourne Meadows and the Fire Training
Area to New Second St.
Recommendations
Segment 5 of the Tookany Creek Trail updates the recommendations from the 1999 Tookany
Creek Trail Master Plan to enable further connections to Tookany Creek and the proposed
Ashbourne Meadows Development. This segment of the parkway currently contains an existing
asphalt/crushed-stone walking path along Tookany Creek Parkway. All trail improvements will be
built to the multi-use Circuit Trail standards.
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Existing crosswalks to accommodate 10-12 ft wide multi-use trail
• Segment 5 contains two existing pedestrian crossings - An existing crosswalk at Tookany
Creek Parkway/Jenkintown Rd. and an existing mid-block crossing of Tookany Creek
Parkway between the William Gottschalk Fire Training Area and Elkins Park School. Both
crosswalks will remain in place as part of the new trail corridor. Alterations will be made
to the crosswalk and trail signage as necessary to accompany the new 10-12ft wide multiuse trail.
New Multi-Use Trail through Ashbourne Meadows and the Fire Training Area to New Second
St. (3050 lf)
• There is an existing 3-4 ft. wide asphalt and crushed-stone walking path that follows the
southern edge of Tookany Creek Parkway between Jenkintown Rd. and the Fire Training
Area. Although this section of trail provides direct access to the adjacent residential
community, the steep topography along this section of road is not ideal.
• With the residential development now proposed at Ashbourne Meadows Golf Course, an
opportunity for a new multi-use trail corridor is available. This new trail corridor would
follow the sewer line along the left bank of Tookany Creek between Jenkintown Rd. and
the Fire Training Area. As part of the Ashbourne Meadows Development, Cheltenham
Township and the developer have negotiated the development of a new pedestrian bridge
over Tookany Creek. This bridge will be connected to the new Tookany Creek Trail as part

The Tookany Creek Trail (blue line) will connect to the trail and sidewalk network (purple) within the
proposed Ashbourne Meadows Development. The primary trail corridor will be located within lands that
are to be dedicated to Cheltenham Township between the Fire Training Center and Jenkintown Rd.
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of this segment. Additionally, lands around Tookany Creek that will contain the trail
corridor will ultimately be dedicated to Cheltenham Township.
As part of the new residential development at Ashbourne Meadows, it is recommended that
spur trails provide connections to the adjacent community at both Ashbourne Rd./Haines
Rd. and Ashbourne Rd./Arbor Rd. These spur trails will tie-into the Cheltenham Township
sidewalk network.
At the western edge of the Ashbourne Meadows Development, the proposed multi-use trail
enters the William Gottschalk Fire Training Area. A new multi-use trail will follow the
existing walking path alignment to the pedestrian crosswalk over Tookany Creek Parkway.
This crosswalk will be upgraded to a multi-use trail crossing and will provide access to the
Elkins Park School.
Continuing to New Second St. from Elkins Park School, the upgraded multi-use trail will
continue to follow the alignment of the existing crushed stone walking path. Narrowing
conditions at an existing roadway bridge over Tookany Creek should be upgraded to
accommodate all trail users. If the existing roadway bridge cannot be upgraded to include
a full-width trail crossing, a parallel trail bridge should be constructed on the upstream side
(this has been included in our opinion of probable cost). Signage should also be
incorporated to indicate where the trail narrows.

Segment 6: New Second St. to Harrison Ave.
• 2200 lf of New Trail in accordance with the 2015 RBA Group Phase III Study
(requires a crosswalk at New Second St. and a new 135 ft long Trail Bridge)
• The Cost of Phase III was estimated at $1.37 million and has been funded.
Recommendations
Phase III Trail in accordance with the
2015 RBA Group Phase III Study
(requires a crosswalk at New Second
St. and a new 135 ft long Trail Bridge)
(2200 lf)
• Segment 6 of the Tookany
Creek Trail has been identified
as “Phase III” by Cheltenham
Township. In 2015, a feasibility
study was conducted by RBA
group to prepare recommendations for this section of trail
between New Second St. and
Harrison Ave. The recommendations identified in 2015
will remain the recommendations for this Trail Feasibility
Study update.
• As identified in the 2015 RBA
study, a crosswalk will bring
the proposed multi-use trail
across New Second Street

In 2015 RBA Group recommended a trail crossing at New
Second St. and Bridge over Tookany Creek.
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(SR2060) just north of Tookany Creek Parkway at the terminus of the existing footpath.
This trail crosswalk will require PennDOT approval and will utilize flashing beacons and
pavement markings to help to slow vehicular traffic and create a safe crossing environment.
Continuing eastward, a 10ft wide multi-use trail will follow a sewer alignment within
Township owned land along the right bank of Tookany Creek to a new 10ft wide and 135ft
long trail bridge that will bring the trail across the creek into Gimbel Field.
Upon entering Gimbel Field, the trail will follow the left bank of Tookany Creek around
the playing fields to Harrison Ave. This trail segment will be built to Circuit Trail standards
for a multi-use trail. The existing parking area at Gimbel Field will also serve as a
Trailhead.
The RBA Group Study estimated Phase III at a cost of $1.37 million. In speaking with
Cheltenham Township officials, this Phase of work has been funded through construction.

Recommendations from the 2015 RBA Group study provide suitable recommendations for this
Feasibility Study Update. The Recommended Trail route is identified in green.
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Segment 7: Harrison Ave. to High School Park at Mill Rd.
• Two Trail Crosswalks (Harrison Ave. and Mill Rd.)
• 1020lf of New Multi-Use Trail (Primary Alternative)
• On-road contra-flow bike lane & bicycle sharrows (Mill Rd. Bridge)
Recommendations
Trail Crossing at Harrison Ave.
• At the entrance to Gimbel field a new at-grade multi-use trail crossing will bring the trail
across Harrison Ave. on the left bank of Tookany Creek. This trail crossing will tie into a
short dead-end section of Tookany Creek Parkway owned by the Township that provides
access to four homes.
Left Bank – New Multi-Use Trail (Primary Alternative) (1020 lf)
• As identified in the 1999 Tookany Creek Master Plan the Multi-Use Trail will ideally
continue along the left bank of Tookany Creek between Harrison Ave. and Mill Rd. From
Harrison Ave., a Township owned property extends along a dead-end section of Tookany
Creek Parkway that services several homes. The trail could utilize this Township owned
property and follow the creeks left bank to Biello Auto Parts at 7875 Mill Rd, a privately
owned and operated auto salvage part company. If amenable, Biello Auto Parts could
provide a trail easement through their property adjacent to connect the trail to Mill Rd.
Although several trees will need to be removed to accommodate this section of trail, a
connection through the salvage part company could provide an opportunity to stabilize and
buffer the stream bank and remediate runoff that currently enters the creek through the
property.
• At Mill Rd. both bicycle sharrows (eastbound) and a contra-flow bike lane (westbound)
will be incorporated into the existing one-way street to bring the trail across Tookany Creek
using the existing road bridge. A pedestrian crossing will connect to High School Park, on
the creek’s right-bank. In order to accommodate this trail crossing, the existing Mill St.
Bridge guide rail will need to be adjusted. Pedestrians will utilize the existing sidewalks
on the bridge to cross Tookany Creek.
Right Bank - Shared-Use Road (Secondary Alternative – not identified in cost nor recommended)
• If the privately owned salvage part company is not amenable to a trail easement, a right
bank trail alternative is physically possible, but is not recommend owing to community
opposition. Upon crossing Harrison Ave. at a new multi-use trail crossing, the trail’s right
bank alternative would have to cross Tookany Creek by way of the existing Harrison Ave.
Bridge. Like many vehicular bridges, the Harrison Ave. Bridge is too narrow for a fullwidth trail at this time. Any future bridge would have to allow for a multi-use trail.
• From the Harrison Ave. Bridge, the study analyzed an existing residential alleyway that
connects behind several homes on Mill Rd. Although this alleyway could be upgraded to a
shared-use roadway that serves both residential vehicles and multi-use trail traffic, the Mill
Rd. residents strongly object to such an alternative, and it is not recommended. Upon
entering Mill Rd., the trail would continue as a cycle-track to the entrance to High School
Park. The existing width of Mill Rd., a one-way street, is wide enough to accommodate a
road diet for this small section of cycle-track. As with the left-bank trail alternative, a multiuse trail crosswalk will connect to High School Park. In order to accommodate this trail
crossing, the existing Mill Road. Bridge guide rail will need to be adjusted.
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Segment 8 –High School Park from Mill Rd. to High School Rd.
• 710 lf of Upgraded Multi-Use Trail through High School Park
Recommendations
High School Park extends from Mill Rd. to High School Rd. along the right-bank of Tookany
Creek. This 11-acre Township owned natural area includes a natural wood chip trail and is host to
community events such as “Arts in the Park” and the Farmers Market. Once home to High School,
which later burned down, the property now hosts native plants and critical natural habitat for
wildlife. Educational signage telling the story of the property will be a key element of this facility.
An Upgraded Multi-Use Trail (710 lf)
• From Mill Rd. to High School Rd. the trail should be upgraded to Circuit multi-use trail
standards. Recognizing the desire to restore and maintain the native ecology and natural
setting within High School Park, the trail surface will ideally be developed as a crushed
stone multi-use trail surface. This crushed stone surface will be suitable for multi-use trail
use and meets ADA accessibility standards. The existing stone steps at Mill Rd. will also
need to be re-designed to accommodate these needs. If desired, the more natural
meandering wood-chip trail through the property can be maintained as a secondary
footpath for the community.
Connections to Consider (not included in cost):
Upgraded Trailhead and Multi-Use Trail Crossing at High School Rd.
• Existing vehicular parking at High School Rd. currently serves park visitors. This parking
facility should be upgraded with trail signage and a Kiosk to serve as a trailhead for the
Tookany Creek Trail. Signage at this trailhead should include information on the business
amenities in Elkins Park and directions to the Historic Elkins Park Train Station. New
bathroom facilities should also be considered for this key community facility.
• Additionally, a new multi-use trail crossing should be incorporated at High School Rd. to
tie into Ogontz Park,
which will host the future
extension of the Tookany
Creek Trail.
• Bicycle signage/bike lane
connections to Elkins
Park should also be
considered. Elkins Park
and
its
businesses,
SEPTA regional rail
station, historic architectture, and central location
within Cheltenham Township, will be a major node
along the proposed Tookany Creek Parkway.
The Historic Elkins Park SEPTA station was designed

by renowned 19th and 20th century architect Horace Trumbauer
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FUTURE TRAIL CONNECTIONS – NORTH OF HIGH SCHOOL RD.
Once this segment of the Tookany Creek Trail has been completed, there are still many more
cultural, economic, and natural amenities in the region to connect to.
Keep in mind that the future connections listed here are not within the bounds of this feasibility
study. However, trails are not static entities, they change and develop all the time. As such, it is
worth thinking about what a future extension of the trail would connect people to.
The following connections should be considered in planning the Tookany Creek Trail extension
north of High School Rd. to tie into the Cresheim Trail and Circuit Trail network. Each of these
facilities has been identified on the map below:

Glenside Park
and Pool
Jenkintown
Arcadia
University

Thomas
Wall Park

Cheltenham
High School
Cresheim
Trail

Curtis Arboretum
Wall Park

High School Park
Trail Connections north of High School Rd. will greatly improve connections to the Circuit Trail network
and other recreational amenities, educational institutions, busines areas, and underserved residential
communities.

Wall Park
One future connection that would be easy to make is linking into Wall Park, which the proposed
trail will pass directly in front of.
Curtis Arboretum
A short distance off the proposed trail is the beautiful, expansive Curtis Arboretum (the very same
Cyrus H. K. Curtis who commissioned the original Curtis Country Club, now the JC Melrose
Country Club). Curtis Arboretum offers 45-Acres of recreational space and an extensive historical
amenity to the community.
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Thomas Williams Park
Further north, and just off, the proposed trail corridor is Thomas Williams Park. According to
Cheltenham Township, facilities include "four tennis courts, a full outdoor basketball court, a
playground, a tot-lot play area, one softball field converted for soccer, and a covered pavilion."
Glenside Park and Pool
At the northwestern most corner of Cheltenham Township is a hidden gem: the Glenside Park and
Swimming Pool. Glenside Pool and recreational area is home to a "lighted swimming pool, leisure
area, bathhouse, baby pool, children's water slide, and playground."
Cheltenham High School
As proposed, the Tookany Creek Trail will also pass directly in front of Cheltenham High School.
This connection will offer students, parents, and even teachers and employees a safe, healthy way
to get to school.
Arcadia University
On Church Road in Glenside, Pa, the proposed Tookany Creek Trail will pass directly in front of
Arcadia University, providing existing and prospective students, parents, professors, employees,
and anyone who might want to visit this beautiful university with a non-motorized connection to
the region.
Cresheim Trail
As illustrated in the map above, the proposed Tookany Creek Trail will terminate in the Cresheim
Trail at the border between Cheltenham Township and Glenside, PA at Easton Road.
This vital connection will link those in the area deeper into the Circuit Trails network, as well as
provide access to the Wissahickon, Chestnut Hill and Mt. Airy in Philadelphia, and more.

The Cresheim Trail (left) and Arcadia University (right) are two key resources along the proposed
northern extension of the Tookany Creek Trail

Jenkintown & Glenside
Similar to that of Elkins Park, Jenkintown and Glenside both offer central business areas and
major transportation connections. A trail connection to these communities will benefit the
business community and residents within both downtowns,
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CONCEPTUAL TRAIL CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
Recommended Trail Construction Types that Meet Circuit Trail Standards
Typical Section A: Gravel multi-use bicycle/walking trail (10-12’ wide, compact, finely crushed
stone).

(Left): Typical Trail Section A: Crushed Stone Trail

(Right): Typical Trail Section B: Asphalt

Typical Section B: Asphalt multi-use bicycle/walking trail (10-12’ wide). In areas prone to
flooding, areas of steep terrain, and areas of bridge and roadway approaches, an asphalt trail
surface is recommended. An asphalt trail surface can better provide all-season traction, a visible
and textural transition to new trail conditions, and the ability to apply striping or arrows to the trail
surface. This trail type is beneficial in locations that interface with PennDOT and local roadways
to maintain typical conditions required by the respective agency.
Providing a Trail Surface that meets all user needs: A typical asphalt trail may also consider
incorporating a 2-4’ wide crushed stone edge that is often preferable for runners. Providing both
an asphalt trail and crushed stone edge also encourages the separation of trail user modes, which
helps to increase trail safety. If cross-country skiing is desired by the trail community, the trail
design should also consider leaving the trail un-plowed or partially un-plowed during the winter
season.
Typical ADA Recommendations
In certain areas along the
alignment, the proposed trail has
steep slopes. To the extent
possible, gravel should be tightly
packed or paved to meet ADA
requirements. Steep areas, if they
cannot be avoided, should be
minimized. Any new restroom
and other trailhead facilities must
also be ADA compliant.

ADA accessibility requirements will be met to the extent possible
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TRAIL OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, & SECURITY
PROPOSED AGENCY RESPONSIBILITY
It is important to first note that not all trail corridors are the same. Therefore, the trail operation,
maintenance, management and security can vary dramatically, depending on the interests and
resources of the entities through which the trail passes. Trail corridors that pass through more
populous municipalities and have existing park and/or streets departments, may be able to expand
their maintenance programs to include the new trail; less populous jurisdictions with fewer
resources are often less able to assume maintenance responsibilities. In the case that a municipality
has limited resources, a maintenance arrangement could be made for joint municipal responsibility
with adjacent municipalities where tasks are shared. Alternatively, trail management
responsibilities may be fall under a county’s or non-profit agency’s responsibility.
During project committee meetings and municipal interviews that took place as part of this study,
it was made clear that Cheltenham Township has limited staff and minimal financial resources to
accommodate trail maintenance beyond their existing park system. Recognizing that much of the
Tookany Creek Trail will be contained within several existing Township parks, Cheltenham
Township may still be amenable to partial maintenance within their prosperities. Should
Cheltenham Township agree to this arrangement a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) will
be developed to outline maintenance details.
The Tookany Creek Trail corridor is contained within the eastern boundary of Montgomery
County, before continuing eastward as the Tacony Creek Trail in Northeastern Philadelphia.
Although this segment of trail is contained entirely within Cheltenham Township, the trail will
connect to the 800-mile Circuit Regional Trail network via the Cresheim Trail and Tacony Creek
Trail. An additional spur trail connection through Burholme Park will also tie the Tookany Creek
Trail to the Pennypack Trail, another spine trail in Montgomery County and Philadelphia.
Recognizing the importance of the Tookany Creek Trail as a key connection in the larger trail
networks in Montgomery County and the Philadelphia Region is an important distinction in
determining the suitability of a trail maintenance and management agency. Due to this distinction,
the operation and management of the trail may best be provided at a high level or as a shared
responsibility at multiple levels. Montgomery County has an extensive County Parks Department,
offering trail maintenance and operation services for several County trails. If Cheltenham
Township is not able to provide resources to perform the required trail maintenance directly,
Montgomery County may be willing to incorporate trail maintenance as part of their County Trail
Network.
Alternatively, organizations such as the Tookany/Tacony-Frankford Watershed Partnership (TTF)
is a suitable entity to organize maintenance services through volunteer activities. Additional
opportunities for maintenance might include an expansion of the Friends of High School Park
group to develop a Friends of The Tookany Creek Trail Group.

POTENTIAL ROLES OF PUBLIC AND NON-PUBLIC AGENCIES.
A critical next step in the trail implementation process is to clarify and formalize maintenance
responsibilities for each trail segment. For the Tookany Creek Trail, there will likely be a
collaborative of management entities that are responsible for the ongoing maintenance and upkeep.
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The following chart indicates how specific trail entities may best contribute to the Tookany Creek
Trail implementation and ongoing maintenance.
Typical Checklist for Management/Operation/Maintenance Responsibilities*
Type
County/Local
Government
Municipal Authority
Non-Profit
Organization
Property Owner
(Non-Municipal)
Volunteers
PennDOT/Utility
Company

Design/Construction
Oversight

Maintenance

Management/Operation

Security

Programming

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

OVERVIEW AND DESCRIPTION
Successful operation will rely on a continued and regular program of maintenance of the Trail and
support facilities. A Maintenance and Management Program will not only ensure a quality
recreational or travel experience for the trail user but is also an essential ingredient of a risk
management plan for the trail operator. Sufficient manpower and resources must be devoted to a
regular maintenance schedule in order to meet these goals.
Among the factors determining maintenance requirements are existing landscape character and the
nature and quality of capital improvements. Another key element of maintenance and management
would revolve around communication and information that would allow trail users to provide
feedback and report on issues concerning trail maintenance and safety issues. This component of
maintenance could be facilitated through the establishment of a trail users’ organization as well as
through effective signage and a well-maintained web site.
The maintenance guidelines that follow are somewhat generalized and will need to be re-evaluated
at such a time when a detailed capital improvement program has been defined. The maintenance
implications of trail improvements should be reviewed carefully when considering capital
improvements.
Money saved during the trail development process may be spent many times over if inadequate
design and development creates a greater than normal maintenance burden. Trail maintenance is a
major program that is related to trail safety, attractiveness, and image. The trail operator risks
liability for accidents, if maintenance is ignored or negligently executed.
It is anticipated that the designated operating agencies will develop management systems for the
trail. This should include a detailed trail maintenance manual and schedule.
The elements of this system should include:
• Inventory of the Trail and its related facilities.
• Setting of maintenance goals and standards for the quality of maintenance, hours of
operation, and such.
• Developing the tasks necessary to achieve maintenance quality levels.
• Assigning the maintenance tasks to designated groups or individuals.
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•
•
•

Monitoring the quality and frequency of the work.
Implementing a control system for tracking accomplishments and relevant costs.
Evaluating the maintenance management program.

TABLE OF MAINTENANCE TASKS AND OPERATIONS
Important maintenance tasks that management agencies must consider are indicated in the
following Major Maintenance Tasks table:
TABLE OF MAINTENANCE TASKS AND OPERATIONS
ACTIVITY

DESCRIPTION

FREQUENCY

COMMENTS

Mowing

4-foot min. wide each side of
trail (where applicable)

3-4 times annually

Flail type mower best - less
debris on trail

Pruning

Prune woody vegetation 4-feet
back from sides of trail –14-feet
vertical clearance – remove
invasive vines

Annually

Vegetation Management
Program may reduce this task
long term

Removal of Trees/
Limbs

Evaluation/ removal of
unhealthy or dead trees and
limbs

Annual

Fallen trees may remain as
access control and to minimize
disturbance

Signage

Maintain directional and
informational/interpretive signs

Permanent signs periodically as required

Access Control

Replace damaged access control
devices

Periodically as required

Estimated frequency: 10%
annually due to vandalism

Trail Surface
(Paved)

Resurface

Periodically as required

Based on municipal schedule

Trail Surface
(crushed Stone)

Repair surface damage from
vehicles, erosion, etc.

Periodically as required

Based on municipal schedule

Drainage Structures

Clean inlets, keep swales clear of
debris

Minimum - Annually

Complete rehabilitation during
construction would dramatically
reduce necessity for this type of
maintenance after storms

Litter Pick Up

Trailside-litter pickup

Weekly or as required

Access area litter pickup

Weekly

Encourage continued user ‘carryin, carry-out’ policy

Trash Collection

Removal of trash from
receptacles at access areas

Weekly

Problems with non-user trash.
Some agencies do not have trash
containers at access points

Bridges

Inspection by Prof Eng. (P.E.)

Annually - PennDOT,
Municipal Engineer

Bridges associated with public
roads are already on a regular
inspection schedule.

Maintenance of bridge to ensure
structural integrity
Graffiti Control

Repaint bridges/ abutments

As required
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LAW ENFORCEMENT AND SAFETY
Trail managers should take necessary steps to
provide both a safe trail for the users and to
protect themselves from liability claims.
Where possible, hazardous conditions and
attractive nuisances should be identified and
removed during the original construction of
the Trail. Those that cannot be removed
should have warning signs posted.
If trail segments are opened in phases, as is
recommended in this study, clear mention
Trail gates and signage can help enforce trail access and
should be made at all trail entrances and in
hours of operation if desired.
any printed/electronic material (especially
trail signage, maps, guidebooks and
pamphlets) that portions of the Trail are still not yet fully developed nor open to the public and
that users must exercise the necessary care when using the Trail.
An effective maintenance program is critical for trail safety. The maintenance program should
provide for regular safety inspections. Proper tree work and vegetation management are an
important part of the safety program. This includes trimming of vegetation to maintain adequate
sight distance for traffic safety and crime prevention purposes.
In addition to reducing trail hazards, documentation of trail maintenance activities is essential in
combating possible liability claims. Through written records of good maintenance practices, the
managing agencies will be able to protect themselves from liability claims. In terms of property
ownership and liability, it should be noted that Pennsylvania recreational use laws largely protect
landowners from liability related to recreational use of their properties as long as no fee is charged,
and the landowners uses due diligence to maintain the property and/or warn recreational users of
any safety hazards.
With the ever-increasing use of cell phones by the general public, including trail users, aspects of
security have changed in recent years. Users are very well prepared to report and locate
questionable activity on or within trail corridors. However, safety planning must take poor service
areas into account. User surveillance tends to deter potential criminal activity.

TRAIL FACILITIES AND ORIENTATION SYSTEMS/MARKINGS
Directional Signage
A trail marking and orientation system benefits both users and trail managers. Directional signs
should be erected at all cross streets and highways, identifying the name of the cross street.
Directional signage should also identify links to town centers and public transit. This should
include town centers such as Cheltenham Village, Elkins Park and transportation connections, such
as SEPTA Elkins Park Station, Cheltenham Station, and Lawndale Station. Additional services
that should be identified can be found in the Potential Links and Connections section of this
report.
On-road or share-the-road signage will also be required for both the interim Phase 1 improvements,
and sections of the ultimate trail alignment that exist within or adjacent to the road. Similarly,
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Township/County names should be posted where the trail enters a new municipality or town, such
as at Tookany Creek Parkway and Cheltenham Ave. This system helps trail managers to coordinate
maintenance activities. The trail marking system could also help save lives in the event that
emergency services might be required along the trail corridor.
Informational/Interpretive Signage
In addition to directional signage, informational/interpretive signs can be incorporated along the
trail corridor to provide information on historical and educational resources. In addition to the
Shovel Shop at Central Ave. and Tookany Creek Parkway, the Cheltenham Township Historical
Commission has offered to help identify resources to incorporate in trail signage along the trail
corridor. Additionally, Tookany/Tacony-Frankford Watershed Partnership (TTF) has
environmental educational resources that can be incorporated.

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT
Effective vegetation management is a critical

dimension of the maintenance program.
Effective vegetation management is
necessary to preserve and enhance the natural
and scenic interest of the Trail. Effective
vegetation management is an important
component of trail safety. Adequate sight
distances along the Trail should be
maintained for crime prevention purposes.
Hazardous tree limbs and other obstructions
should be promptly removed.

Trail volunteers can provide general cleaning and
maintenance along the trail.

The following system-wide standards for
vegetation management are proposed:
•
•
•

•

Mowing - Herbaceous material should be mown three to four times a year a minimum of
4-feet from the trail edge.
Removal of Vegetation from Trail surfaces – In order to maintain the integrity of trail
surfaces, invasive vegetation should be eradicated through very limited and selective
application of herbicides.
Woody vegetation control - Trees and shrubs should be controlled by an annual mowing
along the edges of the trail (where trail is adjacent to fields, meadows and managed grass
areas). Removal of woody vegetation in this width should minimize the need for frequent
mechanical or hand pruning to maintain adequate horizontal and vertical clearances.
Selective removal or “limbing up” of trees should also be scheduled to maintain or create
desirable views from trail. Trees should also be kept clear of all drainage structures, bridges
and walls that may be subject to mechanical damage by tree roots.
Invasive Plant Species and Vegetation Control: Vegetation control should discourage
poison ivy along the trail and the removal of invasive plant species.
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FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY
ASSESSMENT OF ROW ACQUISITION OR PURCHASE COSTS
Acquisition Assessment
The proposed Tookany Creek Trail alignment is composed of lands owned by Cheltenham
Township, road rights-of-way under PennDOT and municipal jurisdiction, and privately owned
land. PennDOT and municipal road rights-of-way don’t typically require an acquisition, but rather
require a maintenance and management agreement.
As previously mentioned, a few key areas along the trail will require private right-of-way. For all
privately owned lands, acquisition will need to be negotiated with each individual property owner.
When acquiring right-of-way for a trail, we suggest that a minimum width of 20ft of land be set
aside for trail use. This will accommodate not only the desired 10ft to 12ft wide trail, but adjacent
strips of land for landscaping, fencing, signage, and other amenities.
Trail acquisition can take place in a variety of ways, but traditionally, two forms of public passage
through private property are preferable – fee simple and easement. Both acquisition techniques
are further described in the Legal Feasibility – Acquisition Alternatives section of this report.
Acquisition Cost Considerations:
Trail development for the Tookany Creek Trail will require acquisition or easements of rights-ofway from private property owners within the corridor. If right-of-way is to be purchased, the use
of an appraiser is recommended for help in determining a reasonable price. Right-of-way and
easement acquisition costs have not been included in the estimate of probable construction costs
for this report.
Additional right-of-way acquisition considerations:
•
•
•
•

Occasionally, some property owners are known to donate easements, often taking a tax
deduction for such an easement.
Fair market values of land can vary considerably based on location and acreage and should
be investigated locally (or as determined in a formal land valuation appraisal).
Often times, private property negotiation requires additional incentives. Offerings of
landscape buffers and privacy fencing can be more palatable and valuable to property
owners than a fee simple or lease agreement-based easement arrangement.
Tax Credits or Tax deductions for eased land should be provided through introduced
legislation in coordination with the County Tax Assessment Office. Through this process,
properties that provide a trail easement can receive a tax deduction for the portion of land
that is being preserved for trail development.

OPINION OF PROBABLE COST OF TRAIL DEVELOPMENT
The spreadsheet on the following page is an opinion of probable cost analysis for the general
construction types discussed in the report. Again, it should be noted that the project is in the very
early stages of planning and design. The opinion of probable cost analyses is offered to facilitate
general budget level discussions and may or may not reflect final costs based on decisions made
during the design process and date of construction work.
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Opinion of Probable Cost of Construction

1

Segment / Item Description
Side Path along Tookany Creek Parkway
Cheltenham Ave. to Ashmeade Rd.
Demo. Existing Roadway
Tree and Brush Removal
Earthwork (Fill and Regrading)
Stormwater Management
12' Wide Paved Side Path
Top Soil and Seed
Landscaping
Trail Head / Kiosk
Cost per mile $

2

Side Path along Tookany Creek Parkway
Ashmeade Rd. to Central Ave.
Tree and Brush Removal
Earthwork (Fill and Regrading)
Stormwater Management
Max 12' Wide Paved Side Path (Width as conditions allow)
8' Wide Side Path (west side)
Mid-Block Pedestrian Crossing - Tookany Creek Parkway
Crossing related Pavement Markings, Signage and Beacon
Road crossing (Ashmeade Rd.)
Landscaping

Intersection
Tookany Creek Pkwy, Ashbourne Rd., Central Ave.
Tree and Brush Removal
Earthwork (Regrading)
Stormwater Management
12' Wide Paved Multi-Use Trail
8' Wide Paved Side Path
Pedestrain Crosswalks - Central Ave. and Ashbourne Rd.
Pedestrian Bridge Replacement - Tookany Creek

Upgraged Side Path along Tookany Creek Parkway
Bridge North of Parking to Jenkintown Ave.
Tree and Brush Removal
Earthwork (Regrading)
Stormwater Management
Max 12' Wide Paved Side Path (Width as conditions allow)
Pedestrian Bridge Replacement - Tookany Creek, 2 locations
Fence (guard at creek)

Multi-Use Trail through Ashbourne Meadow & Fire Training Academy
Jenkintown Ave. to New Second St.
Tree and Brush Removal
Earthwork (Fill and Regrading)
Stormwater Management
12' Wide Paved Multi-Use Trail
12' Wide Paved Side Path (Ugrade existing)
Pedestrian Crossing - Jenkintown Rd.
Mid-Block Pedestrian Crossing - Tookany Creek Parkway
Crossing related Pavement Markings, Signage and Beacon (Tookany Crk Pkwy.)
Pedestrian Bridge - Tookany Creek Parkway at Tookany Creek

Multi-Use Trail
New Second St. to Harrison Ave.
Per RBA Study 2015 - Cost $1.37 million per report (FUNDED)

Unit

Quantity

Unit
Cost

SY
ALLOW
SY
LF
LF
SY
ALLOW
ALLOW

6290
1
6290
3860
3860
2960
1
1

50
10,000
30
20
130
25
50,000
30,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

314,500
10,000
188,700
77,200
501,800
74,000
50,000
30,000
1,246,200

ALLOW
SY
LF
LF
LF
LF
EA
ALLOW
ALLOW

1
5500
2790
2550
240
30
1
75
1

20,000
30
20
130
100
140
26,500
140
30,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

20,000
165,000
55,800
331,500
24,000
4,200
26,500
10,500
30,000
667,500

ALLOW
SY
LF
LF
LF
LF
EA

1
1455
715
700
15
70
1

10,000
15
20
130
100
140
125,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

10,000
21,825
14,300
91,000
1,500
9,800
125,000
273,425

ALLOW
SY
LF
LF
EA
LF

1
7320
3660
3660
2
500

20,000
15
20
100
125,000
25

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

20,000
109,800
73,200
366,000
250,000
12,500
831,500

ALLOW
SY
LF
LF
LF
EXISTING
EXISTING
EA
EA

1
6050
3025
2200
825
1
1
1
1

50,000
20
20
130
100
0
0
26,500
125,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

50,000
121,000
60,500
286,000
82,500
26,500
125,000
751,500

1,704,647

820

1,760,590
3770

1,164,541
3050

1,300,957
0.42

Subtotals

2810

1,254,235

0.58

$
6

3860

0.71

Cost per mile $
5

0.73

0.16

Cost per mile $
4

Length
(feet)

0.53

Cost per mile $
3

Length
(miles)

2200
Previously Funded

7

Multi-Use Trail
Harrison Ave. to High School Park at Mill Rd.
Tree and Brush Removal
Earthwork (Regrading)
Stormwater Management
12' Wide Paved Multi-Use Trail
5' Wide Painted Bike Lane - One Way (Incl. sinage and stencil) - Mill Rd. Bridge
Pedestrian Crossing - Harrison Ave.
Crossing related Pavement Markings, Signage and Beacon
"Share the Road" Sinage - Mill Rd.
Modify Guide Rails - Mill Rd.

0.19

$
8

Ugraded Multi-Use Trail
Mill Rd. to High School Rd.
Tree and Brush Removal
Earthwork (Regrading)
Stormwater Management
12' Wide Paved Multi-Use Trail (Upgrade existing)
Mid-Block Pedestrian Crossing - High School Rd.
Crossing related Pavement Markings, Signage and Beacon
Trail Head / Kiosk

OPINION OF PROBABLE COST OF CONSTRUCTION

Preparation of plans, specifications and estimate package
OPINION OF PROBABLE COST (INCL. DESIGN & ENGINEERING)

ALLOW
SY
LF
LF
LF
LF
EA
ALLOW
ALLOW

1
1850
925
925
60
30
1
1
1

20,000
15
20
130
50
140
26,500
1,500
5,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

20,000
27,750
18,500
120,250
3,000
4,200
26,500
1,500
5,000
226,700

ALLOW
SY
LF
LF
LF
EA
ALLOW

1
1360
680
680
30
1
1

20,000
15
20
100
140
26,500
30,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

20,000
20,400
13,600
68,000
4,200
26,500
30,000
182,700

CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL $
CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY - 10% $
$
Approx. length - Miles
CONST. COST PER MILE OF TRAIL $

4,179,525
417,953
4,597,478
3.45
1,330,849

$

459,748

$

5,057,225

1,173,506
0.13

$

1020

1,358,670

710
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MAINTENANCE COSTS
Maintenance costs generally range from $1,500 to $2,000/per mile/per year for similar trails. We
recommend that the responsible agencies use a figure of $2,000 per mile to estimate maintenance
costs during the first year after development. This figure can be evaluated at the end of the first
year. This cost can be used for fundraising purposes as well as to solicit volunteer help for
maintenance.
Many trail operators have been able to supplement their maintenance program by creating
partnership agreements with local businesses, clubs and organizations. Formal cooperative
agreements can be made with these partners that clearly define the roles and responsibilities of
each party. Developing an effective maintenance management system is an on-going process.

PHASED IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

Recommended Trail Alignment by Segment

A phased implementation plan for the Tookany Creek Trail will likely be driven by priority, cost,
and availability of public funding. Additional constraints driving project phasing include right-ofway acquisition and permitting requirements.
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Low-Hanging Fruit: Interim Improvements:
Recognizing that several segments will require substantial funding, design, and construction to
implement, “low-hanging fruit” projects are recommended for the initial phase of implementation.
This initial phase will work to tie together the existing Tookany Creek walking Path at Ashbourne
Rd. to the Tacony Creek Trail at Cheltenham Township, as well as complete further studies. The
following project phasing is recommended:
Phase IA – Interim Improvements
Interim Segment 1 & Segment 2 Improvements
Segment 1: Tookany Creek Parkway from Cheltenham Ave. to Ashmead Rd.
• 3860 lf – Repainting of road lines to incorporate a Cycle-track on with a painted buffer on
eastern edge.
• Trail Route Signage
Segment 2: Tookany Creek Parkway from Ashmead Rd. to Ashbourne Rd./Central Ave.
• Bike Route Signage
• 2810 lf of a new earthen/wood-chip walking path located between Tookany Creek Parkway
and Tookany Creek.
Phase IB – Ongoing Studies
Initial Segment 3 Improvements: Traversing the Intersection at Tookany Creek Parkway/Central
Ave./Old Soldiers Rd. (820 lf)
• Recommendation for an in-depth Transportation Study to address a long-term solution for
the trail crossing of Tookany Creek Parkway/Central Ave./Old Soldiers Rd.
Continued Implementation: Long-Term Segment Improvements
The following phases will initially focus on tying together the gaps from the existing Tookany
Creek walking path at New Second St. to High School Park. Phased improvements will then aim
to upgrade the overall trail corridor from Cheltenham Ave. to High School Rd. to Circuit Trail
standards. Final phases will look to extend the Tookany Creek Trail north of High School Rd.
to connect with Cresheim Trail and complete spur connections to Burholme Park and Conklin
Swimming Pool.
Phase II – Closing the Gaps
Segment 6: New Second St. to Harrison Ave.
• 2200 lf of New Trail in accordance with the 2015 RBA Group Phase III Study (requires a
crosswalk at New Second St. and a new 135 ft long Trail Bridge)
• The Cost of Phase III was estimated at $1.37 million and has been funded.
Segment 7: Harrison Ave. to High School Park at Mill Rd.
• Two Trail Crosswalks (Harrison Ave. and Mill Rd.)
• 1020lf of New Multi-Use Trail (Primary Alternative)
• On-road contra-flow bike lane & bicycle sharrows (Mill Rd. Bridge)
Segment 8 –High School Park from Mill Rd. to High School Rd.
• 710 lf of Upgraded Multi-Use Trail through High School Park
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Phase III – Upgrading to Circuit Trail Standards
Segment 3: Traversing the Intersection at Tookany Creek Parkway/Central Ave./Old Soldiers
Rd. (820 lf)
• A New At-Grade Trail Crossing at Central Ave and Upgraded Trail Crossing of Ashbourne
Rd.
• Recommendation for an in-depth Transportation Study to address a long-term solution for
the trail crossing of Tookany Creek Parkway/Central Ave./Old Soldiers Rd. (not included
in cost)
• New Multiuse Trail and Trail Bridge over Tookany Creek, north of Central Ave. This Trail
bridge will replace the existing footbridge, just north of Veterans Field Parking Area.
Segment 4: Tookany Creek Parkway from Central Ave. to Jenkintown Rd.
• 3770 lf of Upgraded Trail to Circuit Multi-Use Standards
• Replace Two Footbridges with 10-12 ft wide Trail Bridges
• Maintain existing earthen walking loop
Segment 5: Jenkintown Rd. to New Second St.
• Two Existing Crosswalks (Jenkintown Rd. & Tookany Creek Parkway)
• 3050 lf of New Multi-Use Trail through Ashbourne Meadows and the Fire Training Area
to New Second St.
Phase IV – Upgrading to Circuit Trail Standards
Segment 1: Tookany Creek Parkway from Cheltenham Ave. to Ashmead Rd.
• Improved Trailhead/Gateway at Cheltenham Ave./Tookany Creek Parkway
• 3860 linear Feet (lf) – Road Diet along Tookany Creek Parkway Incorporating a new
Sidepath
Segment 2: Tookany Creek Parkway from Ashmead Rd. to Ashbourne Rd./Central Ave.
• 2810 lf of a new Multi-Use Trail/Sidepath
• A New at-Grade Trail Crossing at Ashmead Rd./Tookany Creek Parkway
• Mid-Block Trail Crossing of Tookany Creek Parkway (~300 lf south of Ashbourne Rd.)
Phase V –Future Extensions and Connections
• Trail Connection from High School Rd. to the Cresheim Trail
• Spur Trail Connection to Conklin Swimming Pool (1200 lf, crosswalk required)
• Spur Trail Connection to Burholme Park (2000 lf, 2 crosswalks required)

POTENTIAL SOURCES FOR CAPITAL AND OPERATING REVENUES
The Funding list in Appendix B offers a list of potential funding sources that may be appropriate
to consider for funding the Tookany Creek Trail between Cheltenham Ave. and High School Rd.
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
STUDY ADVISORY COMMITTEE COORDINATION & MEETINGS
Over the course of the planning process there were 3 meetings of the Study Advisory Committee.
Minutes recording the discussions and conclusions of the meetings, along with agenda and
attendance records, are included as part of this report in Appendix D. The dates of the meetings
are listed below.
•
•
•

Study Advisory Committee Mtg. #1 – September 25th, 2019 at Elkins Central
Study Advisory Committee Mtg. #2 – February 6th, 2020 at Goathouse Creamery
Study Advisory Committee Mtg. #3 – September 30th, 2020 virtually via OfficeSuite HD
Meeting

SIGNIFICANT STAKEHOLDER MEETINGS & INTERVIEWS
In additional to Study Advisory Committee Coordination & Meetings, interviews took place with
the following key stakeholders, municipal entities, and other interested parties that were contacted
during the course of the study. Documentation of these interviews is included as part of this study
in Appendix D.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Melrose Park Neighbors Association – December 9th, 2019
Cheltenham Township School District – December 20th, 2019
Cheltenham Township Libraries – January 9th, 2020
SEPTA – January 2020
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation – January 2020 & December 2020
Montgomery County Planning Commission – January 2020
Philadelphia Office of Transportation, Infrastructure, and Sustainability – December 2020
Cheltenham Township Fire Department – January 23rd, 2020
Cheltenham Township Parks & Recreation – January 23rd, 2020
Cheltenham Township Police Department – January 23rd, 2020
Cheltenham Township Planning Department – January 23rd, 2020
Cheltenham Township Administration Management – January 23rd, 2020
Cheltenham Township Economic Development Task Force – May 7th, 2020
Cheltenham Township Historical Commission – June 2020
Cheltenham Township Environmental Action Committee – October 19th, 2020
Friends of High School Park – May 1st, 2020
Cheltenham Township Center for the Arts – May 7th, 2020
Elkins Park Beer Runners Group – June 2020
Elkins Park Runners & Cyclists Focus Group – June 2020
Kol Ami Synagogue & Jewish Center – June 11th, 2020
Kehilah of Old York Road – June 18th, 2020
Gilmore & Associates – July 14th, 2020
Cheltenham Presbyterian Church – August/September 2020
Cheltenham Little League – September 3rd, 2020
Site Visit with Mill Road and Gimbel Park Neighbors – March 20, 2021
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PUBLIC PRESENTATIONS & WORKSHOPS
PEC, TTF, and CTC conducted 2 Public Workshops as part of the Public Outreach Process. PEC
and TTF helped kick things off and assisted with running the workshops, and CTC assisted with
preparing appropriate materials and presentations, as well as with conducting them. Minutes
recording the discussions and conclusions of the workshops (and in the case of the second
workshop—which was virtual due to COVID-19 pandemic lockdown restrictions—a recording),
along with agenda, attendance records, and planning questionnaires are included as part of this
report in Appendix D. The dates of the meetings are listed below.
•
•
•
•

Public Workshop #1 – October 22nd, 2019 at the Elkins Park Middle School Cafeteria
Public Workshop #2 – Tuesday, June 30th, 2020 virtually via OfficeSuite HD Meeting
Public Presentation to the Cheltenham Township Environmental Advisory Council
(EAC)– October 19th, 2020 virtually via Zoom.
Public Presentation to Cheltenham Township Public Affairs Committee – November 10th,
2020 virtually via Zoom.

The Trail will provide readily available access to the natural and scenic asset of Tookany Creek
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Tookany Creek Trail will utilize the existing crossing at the Fire Training Center
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The Tookany Creek Trail will provide access to Natural Areas in Cheltenham Township

APPENDIX B - POTENTIAL FUNDING SOURCES AVAILABLE
A number of opportunities exist for funding at the Federal, State and Local levels as well as with
private funding. This document outlines a number funding sources that may be available to help
in the design and construction stages of the proposed Tookany Creek Trail between Cheltenham
Ave. and High School Rd. in Cheltenham Township.

STATE AND FEDERAL FUNDING
USDOT BUILD Transportation Fund
BUILD (Better Utilizing Investments to Leverage Development) Transportation grants replace the
pre-existing Transportation Investment Generating Economic Recovery (TIGER) grant program.
As the Administration looks to enhance America’s infrastructure, FY 2018 BUILD Transportation
grants are for investments in surface transportation infrastructure and are to be awarded on a
competitive basis for projects that will have a significant local or regional impact. BUILD funding
can support trails, as well as roads, bridges, transit, rail, ports or intermodal transportation.
For projects located in rural areas, the minimum award is $1 million. The maximum award for all
projects is $25 million. For projects located in urban areas, the minimum award is $5
million. Please note that the minimum total project cost for a project located in an urban area must
be $6.25 million to meet match requirements. Not more than $150 million can be awarded to a
single State.
The most recent deadline to submit an application for the FY 2021 BUILD Transportation
Discretionary Grants program was January 21, 2021.
Additional Information: https://www.transportation.gov/BUILDgrants
DCNR’s Community Conservation Partnership Program (C2P2) Grant
Administered by the Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (DCNR) Bureau of Recreation and Conservation the C2P2 program has been authorized to foster and
facilitate conservation and recreation-focused projects and programs in the state
C2P2 grants are awarded to municipalities and authorized nonprofit organizations for recreation,
park and conservation projects. These include the rehabilitation and new development of parks
and recreation facilities (development projects); acquisition of land for active or passive park and
conservation purposes (acquisition projects); and planning for feasibility studies, trails studies,
conservation plans, site development planning, and comprehensive recreation, greenway and open
space planning .
Most projects require a 50% match. The next round of C2P2 Grants has an application deadline of
April 14 of 2021.
Additional Information: http://www.dcnr.pa.gov/Communities/Grants/Pages/default.aspx
PaDCED Multimodal Fund
The Multimodal Transportation Fund provides grants to encourage economic development and
ensure that a safe and reliable system of transportation is available to Municipalities, Councils of
Governments, Businesses, Economic Development Organizations, Public Transportation
Agencies, and Ports-Rail/Freight.

Funds may be used for the development, rehabilitation and enhancement of transportation assets
to existing communities, streetscape, lighting, sidewalk enhancement, pedestrian safety,
connectivity of transportation assets and transit-oriented development. Grants are available for
projects with a total cost of $100,000 or more, but shall not exceed $3,000,000 for any project.
The application deadline for the program is July 31st of each calendar year. Normally a match of
30% is required.
Additional Information: https://dced.pa.gov/programs/multimodal-transportation-fund/
DCED’s Greenways, Trails and Recreation Program (GTRP) Grant
Act 13 of 2012 establishes the Marcellus Legacy Fund and allocates funds to the Commonwealth
Financing Authority for planning, acquisition, development, rehabilitation and repair of
greenways, recreational trails, open space, parks and beautification projects using the Greenways,
Trails and Recreation Program (GTRP).
Municipalities, Councils of Governments, Authorized Organizations, Institutions of Higher
Education, Watershed Organizations, and For-Profit Businesses with projects which involve
development, rehabilitation and improvements to public parks, recreation areas, greenways, trails
and river conservation may apply for grants up to $250,000 for any project. A 15% local match of
the total project cost is required.
The next application deadline for the program is May 31, 2021.
Additional Information: https://dced.pa.gov/programs/greenways-trails-and-recreation-programgtrp/
PennDOT – Multimodal Transportation Fund
PennDOT administers a separate Multimodal Transportation Fund that provides funding for
similar types of projects to PA DCED’s Multimodal Transportation Fund, as well as the
construction of trails.
Additional Information:
www.penndot.gov/ProjectAndPrograms/MultimodalProgram/Pages/default.aspx#.Vfwm17HDUk.

REGIONAL AND LOCAL FUNDING:
Regional Trails Program - DVRPC
DVRPC's Regional Trails Program provides planning assistance and financial support to trail
developers, counties, municipalities and nonprofit organizations to complete the Circuit, Greater
Philadelphia's 800-plus-mile network of multi-use trails. With financial support from the William
Penn Foundation, the Regional Trails Program has provided $20 million in funding to over 110
trail planning, design, and construction projects to date.
Montco 2040 Implementation Grant Program
On March 3, 2016, the Montgomery County Commissioners announced an exciting new grant
program for municipalities as part of the implementation of the county’s comprehensive
plan, Montco 2040: A Shared Vision. The Montco 2040 Implementation Grant Program is
intended to assist municipalities in making targeted physical improvements that achieve real
progress toward the goals of the plan. The program focuses on supporting local projects that

specifically further the goals of the county comprehensive plan and the plan’s themes of Connected
Communities, Sustainable Places, and Vibrant Economy.
While the program is open to a wide array of projects fitting within the comprehensive plan,
specific Focus Categories that highlight recent county planning initiatives are announced prior to
each funding year. Projects that fall under a Focus Category receive greater consideration during
the application review.
Grant amounts are available between $10,000 and $200,000. The next application deadline for the
program is March 1, 2021.
Additional Information:https://www.montcopa.org/2453/Montco-2040-Implementation-GrantProgram

FOUNDATION GRANTS AND OTHER PRIVATE FUNDING:
Numerous large community, family, and corporate foundations make grants to greenway and trail
groups. Copies of directories of foundations can be found in local libraries. The directories
provide information on each foundation’s grantmaking history and philosophy. One of the most
well-known directories is Environmental Grantmaking Foundations, published annually by
Resources for Global Sustainability, Inc., which maintains a database of over 47,000 grant
programs that can be searched by keywords to determine the foundations serving a particular area
and type of project. Foundations can also be located by searching the internet. Other resources
for grant information include economic development agencies and trust officers at local banks,
who manage small family foundations and charitable trusts.
The William Penn Foundation
The William Penn Foundation has allocated over $23 million to a program administered by
DVRPC to fund trail design and construction projects, planning and feasibility studies, and
technical assistance. The foundation also provides direct grants to support trail planning and
advocacy.
America Walks – Community Change Micro Grants
Supports smaller-scale, low-cost projects that increase the prevalence of walking, expand the
diversity of people and organizations walking to advance walkability, and help to make walking
safer, easier, and more fun for all community members.
Grants are provided up to $1,500. Grants are typically due in February each year.
Additional Information: https://americawalks.org/community-change-grants/
AETNA – Cultivating Healthy Communities Grant Program
The Cultivating Healthy Communities Grant Program support projects that address issues in the
following domains: Built Environment, Community Safety, Environmental Exposures, Healthy
Behaviors, and Social/Economic Factors. This is eligible for non-profits with an annual operating
budget over $250,000.
Grants are in the range of $50,000-$100,000.
Additional Information: https://www.aetna-foundation.org/grants-partnerships/grants/cultivatinghealthy-communities-rfp.html

PeopleForBikes Community Grant Program
The PeopleForBikes Community Grant Program provides funding to non-profit organizations with
a focus on bicycling, active transportation, or community development, from city or county
agencies or departments, and from state or federal agencies working locally. These projects include
bike paths and rail trails, as well as mountain bike trails, bike parks, BMX facilities, and largescale bicycle initiatives.
Grants are funded up to $10,000 and although a match is not required, they are recommended.
Applications are accepted in both the spring and fall of each year. The Spring 2020 Grant Cycle
application letter of interest is due January 17,2020 with applications due April 3, 2020. The Fall
2020 Grant Cycle application letter of interest is due July 24, 2020 with applications due October
16, 2020.
Additional Information: https://www.peopleforbikes.org/grants
Lowe’s Charitable and Educational Foundation (LECF)
Founded in 1957, the Lowe’s Charitable and Educational Foundation (LCEF) has a long and proud
history of contributing to grassroots community projects. LCEF awards more than $3 million
annually to diverse organizations and schools across the United States where Lowe’s operates
stores and distribution centers. The Foundation’s primary philanthropic focus areas include K-12
public schools and non-profit community-based organizations.
Additionally, Lowe’s is a proud supporter of Habitat for Humanity International, American Red
Cross, United Way of America, and the Home Safety Council, and numerous other non-profit
organizations and programs that help communities across the country. Lowe’s also encourages
volunteerism through the Lowe’s Heroes program, a company-wide employee volunteer initiative.
Additional Information: https://www.cybergrants.com/lowes/start_app.html
Recreational Equipment, Incorporated (REI) Conservation and Recreation Grants
REI awards conservation grants to organizations for the protection and enhancement of natural
resources for use in outdoor recreation. Small grants of up to $5,000 are offered to accomplish the
following:
•
•
•
•
•

Preservation of wildlands and open space
Advocacy oriented education for the general public about conservation issues
Building the membership base of a conservation organization
Direct citizen action campaigns on public land and water recreation issues
Projects working to organize a trails constituency or to enhance the effectiveness of a trails
organization’s work as a trail advocate at the state or local level

In addition to preserving and protecting the environment, REI also encourages people to get
outdoors for recreation. Outdoor recreation grants support projects that do the following:
•
•
•

Increase access to outdoor activities
Encourage involvement in muscle-powered recreation
Promote safe participation in outdoor muscle-powered recreation and proper care for
outdoor resources

Additional Information: https://www.rei.com/stewardship/core-practices

Surdna Foundation
The Surdna Foundation is a national leader in funding greenway efforts and has funded the Florida
Statewide Greenways Program. Surdna supports government, private and volunteer actions that
produce a sustainable environment. They encourage the restoration of suburban and urban
environments by public and community involvement in education, planning for and advocating
environmental appreciation. One area of focus is alternative transportation, particularly reducing
vehicle miles traveled and maximizing accessibility over mobility.
Additional Information: https://surdna.org/
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The Tookany Creek Trail provides opportunities for streambank restoration

Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
PNDI Receipt: project_receipt_pedestrian_trail_tookany__702859_DRAFT_1.pdf

Project Search ID: PNDI-702859

1. PROJECT INFORMATION
Project Name: pedestrian/trail - Tookany Creek
Date of Review: 2/4/2020 08:15:54 AM
Project Category: Recreation, Trails & Trailheads (parking, etc.)
Project Area: 629.96 acres
County(s): Montgomery; Philadelphia
Township/Municipality(s): CHELTENHAM; PHILADELPHIA
ZIP Code: 19012; 19027; 19120
Quadrangle Name(s): FRANKFORD; GERMANTOWN
Watersheds HUC 8: Lower Delaware
Watersheds HUC 12: Tacony Creek-Frankford Creek
Decimal Degrees: 40.071371, -75.123169
Degrees Minutes Seconds: 40° 4' 16.9346" N, 75° 7' 23.4085" W
This is a draft receipt for information only. It has not been submitted to jurisdictional agencies for review.

2. SEARCH RESULTS
Agency

Results

Response

PA Game Commission

No Known Impact

No Further Review Required

PA Department of Conservation and
Natural Resources

No Known Impact

No Further Review Required

PA Fish and Boat Commission

Potential Impact

FURTHER REVIEW IS REQUIRED, See
Agency Response

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

No Known Impact

No Further Review Required

As summarized above, Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory (PNDI) records indicate there may be potential
impacts to threatened and endangered and/or special concern species and resources within the project area. If the
response above indicates "No Further Review Required" no additional communication with the respective agency is
required. If the response is "Further Review Required" or "See Agency Response," refer to the appropriate agency
comments below. Please see the DEP Information Section of this receipt if a PA Department of Environmental
Protection Permit is required.
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PNDI Receipt: project_receipt_pedestrian_trail_tookany__702859_DRAFT_1.pdf

Project Search ID: PNDI-702859

RESPONSE TO QUESTION(S) ASKED
Q1: Accurately describe what is known about wetland presence in the project area or on the land parcel. "Project"
includes all features of the project (including buildings, roads, utility lines, outfall and intake structures, wells,
stormwater retention/detention basins, parking lots, driveways, lawns, etc.), as well as all associated impacts (e.g.,
temporary staging areas, work areas, temporary road crossings, areas subject to grading or clearing, etc.). Include all
areas that will be permanently or temporarily affected -- either directly or indirectly -- by any type of disturbance (e.g.,
land clearing, grading, tree removal, flooding, etc.). Land parcel = the lot(s) on which some type of project(s) or
activity(s) are proposed to occur.
Your answer is: The project area (or land parcel) has not been investigated by someone qualified to identify and
delineate wetlands, or it is currently unknown if the project or project activities will affect wetlands.
Q2: The proposed project is in the range of the Indiana bat. Describe how the project will affect bat habitat (forests,
woodlots and trees) and indicate what measures will be taken in consideration of this. Round acreages up to the
nearest acre (e.g., 0.2 acres = 1 acre).
Your answer is: The project will affect 1 to 39 acres of forests, woodlots and trees.
Q3: Aquatic habitat (stream, river, lake, pond, etc.) is located on or adjacent to the subject property and project
activities (including discharge) may occur within 300 feet of these habitats?
Your answer is: Yes
Q4: Is tree removal, tree cutting or forest clearing of 40 acres or more necessary to implement all aspects of this
project?
Your answer is: No

3. AGENCY COMMENTS
Regardless of whether a DEP permit is necessary for this proposed project, any potential impacts to threatened
and endangered species and/or special concern species and resources must be resolved with the appropriate
jurisdictional agency. In some cases, a permit or authorization from the jurisdictional agency may be needed if
adverse impacts to these species and habitats cannot be avoided.
These agency determinations and responses are valid for two years (from the date of the review), and are
based on the project information that was provided, including the exact project location; the project type,
description, and features; and any responses to questions that were generated during this search. If any of the
following change: 1) project location, 2) project size or configuration, 3) project type, or 4) responses to the
questions that were asked during the online review, the results of this review are not valid, and the review must
be searched again via the PNDI Environmental Review Tool and resubmitted to the jurisdictional agencies. The
PNDI tool is a primary screening tool, and a desktop review may reveal more or fewer impacts than what is listed
on this PNDI receipt. The jursidictional agencies strongly advise against conducting surveys for the species
listed on the receipt prior to consultation with the agencies.

PA Game Commission
RESPONSE:
No Impact is anticipated to threatened and endangered species and/or special concern species and resources.

PA Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
RESPONSE:
No Impact is anticipated to threatened and endangered species and/or special concern species and resources.

PA Fish and Boat Commission
RESPONSE:
Further review of this project is necessary to resolve the potential impact(s). Please send project information to this
agency for review (see WHAT TO SEND).
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PFBC Species: (Note: The Pennsylvania Conservation Explorer tool is a primary screening tool, and a desktop review
may reveal more or fewer species than what is listed below.)
Scientific Name

Common Name

Sensitive Species**

Current Status
Threatened

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
RESPONSE:
No impacts to federally listed or proposed species are anticipated. Therefore, no further consultation/coordination
under the Endangered Species Act (87 Stat. 884, as amended; 16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq. is required. Because no take of
federally listed species is anticipated, none is authorized. This response does not reflect potential Fish and Wildlife
Service concerns under the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act or other authorities.
* Special Concern Species or Resource - Plant or animal species classified as rare, tentatively undetermined or
candidate as well as other taxa of conservation concern, significant natural communities, special concern populations
(plants or animals) and unique geologic features.
** Sensitive Species - Species identified by the jurisdictional agency as collectible, having economic value, or being
susceptible to decline as a result of visitation.

WHAT TO SEND TO JURISDICTIONAL AGENCIES
If project information was requested by one or more of the agencies above, upload* or email* the following
information to the agency(s). Instructions for uploading project materials can be found here. This option provides the
applicant with the convenience of sending project materials to a single location accessible to all three state agencies.
Alternatively, applicants may email or mail their project materials (see AGENCY CONTACT INFORMATION).
*Note: U.S.Fish and Wildlife Service requires applicants to mail project materials to the USFWS PA field office (see
AGENCY CONTACT INFORMATION). USFWS will not accept project materials submitted electronically (by upload or
email).
Check-list of Minimum Materials to be submitted:
____Project narrative with a description of the overall project, the work to be performed, current physical characteristics
of the site and acreage to be impacted.
____A map with the project boundary and/or a basic site plan(particularly showing the relationship of the project to the
physical features such as wetlands, streams, ponds, rock outcrops, etc.)
In addition to the materials listed above, USFWS REQUIRES the following
____SIGNED copy of a Final Project Environmental Review Receipt
The inclusion of the following information may expedite the review process.
____Color photos keyed to the basic site plan (i.e. showing on the site plan where and in what direction each photo
was taken and the date of the photos)
____Information about the presence and location of wetlands in the project area, and how this was determined (e.g.,
by a qualified wetlands biologist), if wetlands are present in the project area, provide project plans showing the location
of all project features, as well as wetlands and streams.
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4. DEP INFORMATION
The Pa Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) requires that a signed copy of this receipt, along with any
required documentation from jurisdictional agencies concerning resolution of potential impacts, be submitted with
applications for permits requiring PNDI review. Two review options are available to permit applicants for handling PNDI
coordination in conjunction with DEP’s permit review process involving either T&E Species or species of special
concern. Under sequential review, the permit applicant performs a PNDI screening and completes all coordination with
the appropriate jurisdictional agencies prior to submitting the permit application. The applicant will include with its
application, both a PNDI receipt and/or a clearance letter from the jurisdictional agency if the PNDI Receipt shows a
Potential Impact to a species or the applicant chooses to obtain letters directly from the jurisdictional agencies. Under
concurrent review, DEP, where feasible, will allow technical review of the permit to occur concurrently with the T&E
species consultation with the jurisdictional agency. The applicant must still supply a copy of the PNDI Receipt with its
permit application. The PNDI Receipt should also be submitted to the appropriate agency according to directions on
the PNDI Receipt. The applicant and the jurisdictional agency will work together to resolve the potential impact(s). See
the DEP PNDI policy at https://conservationexplorer.dcnr.pa.gov/content/resources.
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Project Search ID: PNDI-702859

5. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
The PNDI environmental review website is a preliminary screening tool. There are often delays in updating species
status classifications. Because the proposed status represents the best available information regarding the
conservation status of the species, state jurisdictional agency staff give the proposed statuses at least the same
consideration as the current legal status. If surveys or further information reveal that a threatened and endangered
and/or special concern species and resources exist in your project area, contact the appropriate jurisdictional
agency/agencies immediately to identify and resolve any impacts.
For a list of species known to occur in the county where your project is located, please see the species lists by county
found on the PA Natural Heritage Program (PNHP) home page (www.naturalheritage.state.pa.us). Also note that the
PNDI Environmental Review Tool only contains information about species occurrences that have actually been
reported to the PNHP.
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The Tookany Creek Trail will bring access to the existing trails in High School Park

Tookany Creek Trail Feasibility Study Update
STAKEHOLDER ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
Sept. 25, 2019; 7:00 p.m.; Elkins Central; 7879 Spring Ave., Elkins Park, PA 19027

Discussion Items

I. Welcome & Introductions
Nate Dorfman, Trails Program Coordinator, Pennsylvania Environmental Council
II. Background & Timeline
Julie Slavet, Executive Director, Tookany/Tacony-Frankford Watershed Partnership
III. Introduction of Consultant
Campbell Thomas & Company, Architects
IV. Project Overview

V. Next Steps

NOTES FROM STAKEHOLDER ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING (Tookany Creek Trail)
September 25, 2019; Elkins Central; 7879 Spring Ave., Elkins Park, PA 19027
Attendees:
Julie Slavet; TTF Partnership
Mitch Zygmund-Felt; Cheltenham Township Board of Commissioners
Bob Thomas; Campbell Thomas & Co. Architects
Douglas Maisey; Campbell Thomas & Co. Architects
John Raisch; Cheltenham Township Environmental Advisory Council
Cathy Callan; Friends of High School Park
Cynthia Blackwood; Friends of High School Park
David Cohen; Cheltenham Township School District
Kim Rose; Cheltenham Township Economic Development Task Force
Caryl Levin; Melrose Park Neighbors Association
Nate Dorfman; Pennsylvania Environmental Council
Next Steps:
•

Nate Dorfman (PEC) will prepare a Google Doc spreadsheet listing the project leadership team and stakeholder
advisory committee members, as well as their contact information.

•

The first public meeting is currently scheduled to take place at Elkins Park Middle School on October 22 from
6-8 p.m. TTF has offered to provide food for the event.

•

There should be maps of the Tookany Creek Trail corridor at the October 22 public meeting.

•

Bob Thomas suggested using a “Circle 8” approach at the public meeting.

•

The next in-person stakeholder advisory committee meeting should be scheduled sometime in November
before Thanksgiving.

•

Nate Dorfman (PEC) will work to revise the Tookany Creek Trail corridor map, so that key landmarks (e.g.
Elkins Park Middle School and Ashbourne Country Club), as well as street names, are labeled.

Key Themes Discussed:
•

A key component of the feasibility study update involves getting Cheltenham Township residents to meet and
learn about trails that cross urban-suburban municipal boundaries.

•

Other organizations that should be involved are Cheltenham Township Parks & Recreation (Brian Henson),
community and school-based running clubs, as well as Cheltenham Township’s Police and Fire Departments.
PEC and TTF will work to obtain input from parks/rec and public safety by the Oct. 22 meeting.

REQUESTED AGENDA FOR THE TOOKANY CREEK
STUDY ADVISORY COMMITTEE #2
Tookany Creek Trail , June 10, 2020 5:30pm
Via Zoom Conference Call: https://meeting.windstream.com/j/1111037372

_________________________

REQUESTED AGENDA
I. PUBLIC FEEDBACK AND RESPONSES
a. Interview/Focus Group and Survey Responses
b. Site Visits and Observations
c. Ashbourne Meadows Trail Connections
II. TRAIL ALTERNATIVES TO PRESENT AT PUBLIC MEETING #2
III. PUBLIC MEETING #2
a. Public Meeting #2 has been scheduled for June 30th at 6:30pm
b. Rita Yelda at TTF will help lead the Zoom meeting/workshop
c. SAC member attendance will help create a successful meeting

/users/douglasmaisey/desktop/ctc materials during covid-19/pec-took/draft report/appendix materials/appendix d - meeting minutes and public
outreach/sac (3)/proposed agenda - sac mtg. #2 tookany creek trail 2020-06-09.doc

Follow-Up Notes from SAC Meeting (Feb. 2020)
Feb. 6, 2020; Goat House Creamery, Elkins Park, PA

•

PEC will forward survey to key person interviewees so they can forward to their networks.

•

PEC will share survey with the Bicycle Coalition.

•

PEC will follow up with John Raisch to organize a runners/cyclist focus group. This may include
the Elkins Park Beer Runners and members of the local cycling community

•

PEC will follow up with the Cheltenham Historical Society and Cheltenham Little League for
additional key person interviews.

•

On Saturday, April 18 (Opening Day for Trails), from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m., there will be a Tookany
Creek Trail Fest taking place by the Veterans Park field, at the corner of Tookany Creek Parkway
and Central Avenue. The goal of this event is to raise awareness of and build public support for
the feasibility study update.

•

PEC will follow up with Brian Olszak (Montgomery County Planning Commission) and
Commissioner Mitch Zygmund-Felt to arrange meetings with JC Melrose Country Club and the
developer of the Ashbourne Meadows (former Ashbourne Country Club) site.

•

While the public meeting is tentatively scheduled for March 24, it will likely be postponed until
after the meetings with JC Melrose Country Club and Ashbourne Meadows have been taken
place. This meeting would likely take place at Cheltenham Elementary School.

•

PEC will distribute paper copies of the survey at Cheltenham Township libraries, and display
event fliers throughout the township.

REQUESTED AGENDA FOR THE TOOKANY CREEK
STUDY ADVISORY COMMITTEE #3
Tookany Creek Trail , September 30, 2020 5:30pm-6:30pm
Via Zoom Conference Call: https://meeting.windstream.com/j/1122159941

_________________________

REQUESTED AGENDA
I. INTRODUCTIONS
II. PROJECT STATUS/UPCOMING MEETINGS
a. 10/19-20 – 7:30PM - Cheltenham Township EAC Meeting – Discussion of
Draft/Final Report
b. 11/10/20- 7:45PM - Cheltenham Township Public Affairs Meeting - Public Meeting
#3
c. BOC MEETING (TBD) – Final Report Study Submission & Receipt
III. OVERVIEW OF TRAIL RECOMMENDATIONS
IV. STORY MAP
V. PROJECT PHASING & POTENTIAL FUNDING
VI. NEXT STEPS / TIMETABLE / ONGOING DISCUSSION

/users/douglasmaisey/desktop/ctc materials during covid-19/pec-took/draft report/appendix materials/appendix d - meeting minutes and public
outreach/sac (3)/proposed agenda - sac mtg. #3 tookany creek trail 2020-09-30.doc

Follow-Up Notes from Study Advisory Committee Meeting #3 (Tookany Creek Trail)
9-30-2020; Via Zoom Conference Call: https://meeting.windstream.com/j/1122159941
Agenda •
•
•
•
•
•

Introductions
Project Status/Upcoming Meetings
Overview of Trail Recommendations
Story Map
Project Phasing & Potential Funding
Next Steps / Timetable / Ongoing Discussion

Key Themes Discussed:
•

•
•

•
•

Project Status and upcoming meetings were discussed. This included the 10/19-20 Cheltenham Township EAC
Meeting, the 11/10/20 Cheltenham Township Public Affairs Meeting - Public Meeting #3, the BOC Meeting
(TBD).
Initial recommendations were presented and discussed with the project team. Project Phasing was also
discussed.
Below are links to the presentation Bob and Doug gave, as well as the Tookany Creek Trail Story Map:
o CTC Presentation: https://www.dropbox.com/s/aogb85qsdwwjhrf/PEC-TOOK%20%20SAC%20Meeting%20%234%20%20Tookany%20Creek%20Trail%20Recommendations%202020_09_30%20v001.pptx?dl=0
o Tookany Creek Trail Story Map: https://arcg.is/1CWL8G
It was encouraged that everyone review both the presentation and the Story Map and reach back out the
project team with any questions, concerns, or suggestions.
It was also encouraged that everyone to share the Story Map with their personal and professional networks.

Project Stakeholder Interview Management Spreadsheet - Tookany Creek Trail Feasibility Study Update
Name

Caryl Levin

Affiliation

Melrose Park Neighbors
Association

Role

President

Interview Date

Interview Summary

12/9/19

Caryl currently lives in the Melrose Park neighborhood and has childhood memories of living in Cheltenham Township as well. She is excited about advancing the Tookany Creek Trail, especially because of how the
trail can potentially support local small businesses, such as those adjacent to the Elkins Park train station. While she is concerned about not spending more money on the trail than is necessary, Caryl would like to
see benches along the corridor, as well as trash cans and signs reminding people not to litter. She advised that we reach out to Nick Lodise, a beekeeper and cyclist, who is managing a new local grocery market which
will eventually be located in the former Creekside Co-op space in Elkins Park. Caryl also noted that creating a "Friends of the Tookany Creek Trail" group and getting young adults to support the trail, perhaps through
an event at Elkins Central, would be worthwhile.

Charles Burdell Williams

Cheltenham Township
School District

School Board Director

12/20/19

Charles lives in the Wyncote section of Cheltenham Township and serves as director of the Cheltenham Township School Board. One of his personal hobbies is running and he currently runs along the Tookany Creek
Parkway's existing dirt path. He would like to see greater connectivity and improved pedestrian accessiblity for corridors linking the western part of Cheltenham Township (e.g. Wyncote, Glenside, Laverock) with
the eastern part (e.g. Elkins Park, Melrose Park, Cheltenham Village. Charles suggested that the Tookany Creek Trail could improve pedestrian accessibliity township-wide. As school board director, Charles is proud
of the Cheltenham School District's unique project-based learning program (one of very few such programs statewide), and suggested that high school students could play a role in supporting the trail development
process. He noted exisiting relationships between TTF Partnership and Cheltenham Elementary School regarding sustainability and environmental education, and suggested how the Tookany Creek Trail could help
support this. He also mentioned that buses are only available for students living 1.1 miles or further from their school, and the trail would make it safer for students who travel to school via walking or cycling.
Cheltenham students could also contribute by designing art to be installed along the trail, and the trail could provide safe transportation options for students accessing Cheltenham Elementary and Elkins Park
Middle Schools. Regarding amenities along the trail, Charles suggests signage that highlights local wildlife, township history and the creek itself, as well as lighting, and most of all a mixed-medium surface that is part
crushed stone and part asphalt. While Charles is excited about advancing the Tookany Creek Trail, he envisions challenges such as financing, traffic congestion as a result of construction, and resolving how the trail
would cross the busy intersection where Ashbourne Road, Central Avenue, and Tookany Creek Parkway intersect.

Carrie Turner

Cheltenham Township
Libraries

Director (retired)

1/9/20

Carrie Turner expressed enthusiasm for the Tookany Creek Trail. She discussed how the corridor could provide a safe way to access the Elkins Park and East Cheltenham Libraries. She also shared that it would be great
to have outdoor library events along the trail. She connected us with the head librarian at each branch.

Steven D'Antonio & Ryan
Judge

SEPTA

Steven - Manager of City Service
Planning, Ryan - Senior Long
Range Planner

Jan. 2020

Ryan and Steven discussed how the trail corridor could connect with the Elkins Park regional rail station, and how the trail corridor could fit within SEPTA's Cycle Transit Plan. Bus network redesign was discussed as
well, and we are not sure how this would affect routes along or adjacent to the trail corridor.

Fran Hanney, Nidhi
Mehra, & Dave Adams

PennDOT

Fran - Senior Manager (Traffic
Services), Nidhi - Bike/Ped
Engineer, Dave - Signals Unit

John Cover, Bryan
Olszak, & Ellen
Miramontes

Montgomery County
Planning Commision

John - Interim Director, Bryan Planner, Ellen - Planner

Fran expressed concern about congestion management around the Cheltenham Village intersection of Central, Ashbourne, Old Soldiers and Tookany Creek Parkway. Currently, the trail corridor does not overlap
Jan. 2020, Nov. 2020, with major PennDOT projects. In a later interview in November of 2020, Fran said "We have spoken with PennDOT on the draft alignment and project generally. PennDOT expressed support for the projects multiDec. 2020
modal goals and pledged to work with Cheltenham Township as the project moves forward.". In December 2020, Fran, Nidhi, and Dave discussed crossing alternatives for Tookany Creek Parkway at Central Ave and
Tookany Creek Parkway at New Second St.

Jan. 2020

MCPC expressed interest in the feasiblity study update and discussed how the proposed trail corridor can overlap with the Bike Montco and Walk Montco plans.

Project Stakeholder Interview Management Spreadsheet - Tookany Creek Trail Feasibility Study Update
Name

Affiliation

Role

Interview Date

Scott Lynch

Cheltenham Township

Fire Marshal

1/23/20

Discussed challenges of public safety officials accessing the trail corridor and potential connections from the trail near the Scout Cabin to the neighborhood adjacent to it; mentioned unofficial path between Hope
Lodge and Scout Cabin; also mentioned that because neighbors adjacent to High School Park would be opposed to a trail by their back driveway, the existing High School Park trail should be used instead.

Brian Hinson

Cheltenham Township

Parks & Rec Director

1/23/20

Expressed interest in linking trail corridor with existing playgrounds and fields; discussed recreational events held along Tookany Creek Parkway

John Weed

Cheltenham Township

Deputy Police Chief

1/23/20

Expressed concern about how public safety officials would access the trail corridor, discussed the possibility of "opportunity crimes" such as theft, as well as potential vandalism.

Henry Sekawungu

Cheltenham Township

Planning Director

1/23/20

Discussed how the trail corridor could link "islands of walkability" within the township to each other.

Alyson Elliott and Bryan
Havir

Cheltenham Township

administration management

1/23/20

Expressed concern about the trail corridor, specifically regarding how it would be financed and maintained. Shared hope that Montgomery County would maintain the trail.

5/1/20

Cathy is positive about the Trail, and likes the continuity it will offer within the Township’s existing park and trail system
She also likes that the Trail will connect HS Park to other areas of the Township (bike/ped connections)
Concerns: where in the park would the Trail go?
What type of material? Very concerned about aesthetics, want to keep it as passive a park as possible?
Cathy would prefer porous material - porous pavers
Cathy wants people to come through the park, but it is a passive park by county regulations, so she doesn’t want the Trail to encourage the public to come to park in large numbers/congregate/etc.
Cathy thinks the type of material used to build the Trail/the way the Trail moves through the park can help this
How is the location where the trail coming in going to be addressed?
The auto-body shop is a disaster – it is a “big mess.” What can we do about it?
It’s not a pleasing thing to see (the auto body shop almost falling into the Creek) as you’re coming in to the park
It would be really great to address the issue with the auto shop

Cathy Callan

Friends of High School Park

President

Interview Summary

Project Stakeholder Interview Management Spreadsheet - Tookany Creek Trail Feasibility Study Update
Name

Kim Rose

Margaret Griffen

Jeff Margasak & Shelley
Chamberlain

Affiliation

Cheltenham Township
Economic Development
Task Force

Role

Member

Cheltenham Township
Center for the Arts

Executive Director

Kol Ami

Acting VP & Past President,
currently involved with
Sustainability Efforts

Interview Date

Interview Summary

5/7/20

No particular comments
As with anything around here, it takes forever for things to get done – she doesn’t understand why things take so long
Kim is in favor of it, no criticisms of it
Concerned about how the trail will move through High School park
Thinks the auto body shop is absolutely terrible – supports an easement pushing that fence line back
Would like to know if the couple on the hill on Ashbourne Road still had a problem with the trail
Would like to know if there’s anyone holding anything up?
Is the owner of the auto parts yard causing trouble/holding anything up?
Would really like to see something happen sooner rather than later – “things drag here…sometimes things are taken to the extreme”

5/7/20

Margaret is supportive of it – having a long-distance trail across the Township is a long-standing conversation in the district (at least in the 15 years since she’s lived there)
Margaret is in support as long as there’s funding and the safety issues are concerned
I.e., how do you make roads like Church Road safe?
Connecting the district is absolutely desirable
The Arts Center is up high on a hill that is very steep and drops down to the creek – just a “raw” walking path. It has deteriorated (poison ivy, poor trail quality, physically unsafe) and so they don’t really use it
anymore.
It would be great to be able to utilize this existing trail as an outdoor space – right now it is definitely not safe for kids that use the Arts Center
Is there a potential for upgrading this existing trail as a spur to a node off the main trail?
Additionally, there probably used to be a way to get directly down from the back of the Arts Center to the Creek – but not anymore
However, a more formal trail connection to the Arts Center could also present some security issues:
Arts Center is a historic building owned by the Township
From time to time there have been issues with mild vandalism (graffiti, dumping trash, etc.)
Police know it’s an “attention” building, so they patrol it to deter potential vandals/“opportunity crimes”
There is no fancy security system (just a small one)
If getting up that hill was more accessible, the Arts Center would probably need fencing or a gate, as they would be more susceptible to opportunity crimes than they are now
Lots of residents would appreciate a long-distance multi-use connecting trail across the Township
Margaret is a big fan of high school park – she uses it all the time
The Arts Center has a small gift shop on the corner across from Elkins Park Train Station
They have also held events in the Train Station – the Elkins Park area is very important to Margaret
She never felt like she could just let her kids ride around the Township on their own because of how dangerous Church Road is – they always had to drive somewhere to bike
director@cheltenhamarts.org (closer email)

6/11/20

Both Jeff & Shelley would love to see greater trail access throughout Cheltenham! They were both ecstatic about this possibility and are avid users of the current trails. As individuals and an organization, they saw
the possibilities of future collaboration between the synagogue and the TTF through the educational curriculums and service projects. They already do some work with the Friends of High School Park and
participate in certain sustainability/environmental efforts through Hazon. Even though funding is not something that I asked about, Jeff mentioned that they would be willing to have a conversation as an
organization if public/grant funding for the trail was insufficient. I did assure him that our ongoing conversation is about building relationships/support for the project. They will be discussing with their board if
they can send out the survey to the constituents at the next meeting.

Project Stakeholder Interview Management Spreadsheet - Tookany Creek Trail Feasibility Study Update
Name

Tom Weikowski &
Timothy Esposito

Affiliation

Cheltenham Township
Historical Commission

Role

Executive & Financial/Marketing
Manager

Interview Date

6/1/20

Interview Summary

Tom and Tim were very excited about the possibility of the Tookany Trail extension. They both expressed their interest in this proposal and were inquiring about further trail improvements such as restoring the
Carriageway near Church Road & Meetinghouse Road (I can explain this further if it does not make sense to you). They both expressed interest in attending the public meeting on 6/30. Unlike Kol Ami, they do not
have the ability to support the project financially if township funds are insufficient. The HC had an idea that the trail extensions could include historical markers that tell the history of the Tookany Creek and its
tributaries. It could include pictures of the original sites of mills and dams where they now exist. One that they mentioned was the Rollin Dam (not sure if that is spelled correctly). I am not sure how the financing of
these landmarks would go, but I expressed my interest in the project as a way to bring the community to the trails. However, I made clear that such enhancements would likely not be our primary goal during this
feasibility study even if we had interest down the line. If these historical markers were implemented, they said that they would be more than willing to lead historical tours down the Tookany. Myers Elementary
School’s 4th graders already do a yearly trip to the Wall House, so this could be a way to loop the TTF, HC, and the CSD together! Ideas for where to put interprative signage: Mills along the creek (possibly a few signs
on those)
The mill dam
History of each small park (Veteran's Park, Ogontz park, etc). I don't know what some of those parks are, who they are named for, or why they were created, for example.
Melrose Country Club, Ashbourne Country Club
Kleinheintz pond Putting the trail on wayfinding signs is fine with me, but I don't think the Historical Commission has influence over those.
QR codes is fine, but it means that we'll have to work with the township website to make sure there is valid content there. We also will need to be able maintain the QR codes and what the link to. If the township site
changes, how will we be able to update what the QR code points to? I think the idea of indicating the trail on the wayfinding signs is a good idea. It will help add visibility for the trail and portray a more robust
community. But Tim is right, that it would be outside the Historical Commission’s purview, except to provide content advice if asked. There is also a practical matter, at least in the immediate future that the
Township is “financially stressed” at the moment and expenses like that are almost surely out of the question.
I think the QR codes would not be very useful to the public at present. And Tim is right about the problems of content on the Township Web site.
Tim, I think you ticked the main features along the trail. I am going to drive the route with an old map and see if there is anything else that pops out. Off hand, I think there are one or two locations that were
residences of important people during the Gilded Age that we might want to note.

Kim Decker & Shelley
Chamberlain

Kehilah of Old York Road

Director & Past President of Kol
Ami, currently involved with
Sustainability Efforts

6/18/20

Kim was very excited about the possibility of the Tookany Trail extension and saw this as an opportunity to attract new families to come to the area. She mentioned that the new Orthodox rabbi is attracting new
families to come and this could be another draw to the township. They both expressed their interest in this proposal and Kim thought it fits well into her mission within her Jewish social justice and community
groups. They both expressed interest in attending the public meeting on 6/30. They did not mention anything about providing private funds, but I imagine that it could be possible to inquire about later down the
line. Kim was suggesting that we should make some sort of digital presentation/video that could be easily shared and would have a visual rendering of what the trail would look like. I don’t know if this is possible
until after the feasibility study is completed, but I wanted to get your perspective on this, Z. Shelley mentioned that when we send out the survey, it would be good to put some sort of timeline like “the feasibility
study will be completed by July 15th, fill out the survey before then!” OR “Public meeting on June 30th, make sure to fill out the survey to show your support prior”.
Also, Shelley was curious as to what the red concrete material of the Tookany Creek Trail is made out of. I also said that the options in the survey for trail types will be what will be implemented in the trail
extension/improvement but please correct me if I am wrong and I will let her know ASAP.

Trevor Woodward, PG.

Consultant to Arcadia
University

Geologist with the engineering
firm of Gilmore & Associates,
which provides engineering
services to Arcadia University

7/14/20

We discussed a possible route for the TTF Trail roughly along the south side of Church Road between Limekiln Pike and Waverly Road. To the east the trail would link to the old Rt 6 trolley bed, and to the west to
Westminster Semnary and then the Cresheim Trail at Willow Grove Avenue. Gilmore has done extenive survey of Arcadia and the properies to the west in which it has interest in acquiring, and has already planned
some linking trails through the campus. Interest in working with us to see the TTF Trail completed.

Grace Pentecostal Church

Reverend Dennis Kim

Cheltenham Presbyterian
Church

7/22/20 - 7/28/20

Revered

8/1/20

Reached out to church by email and phone, but received no response.

Conversations with Reverend Kim and the Church are ongoing.
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Name

Affiliation

Mark Thompson &
Robert McAnally

Taylor Wiseman & Taylor
(reguarding Ashbourne
Meadows)

Role

Interview Date

Interview Summary

4/30/20

See separately attached meeting minutes for full description.

Michael J. Cornelison

Cheltenham Little League

President

9/3/20

Michael has been riding on trails for 25-30 years, he sees their benefits. Most of his experience has been when he lived in Northern Virginia, which has a very connected trail network.
Michael is somewhat concerned about accidents happening on busier segments of the trail but is a big supporter of trails nonetheless.
He supports the commuting component of trails
One concern Michael has is where the trail will come close to the Tookany Creek, especially areas where it will cross through floodplains. He says Cheltenham Township is concerned about putting additional paving
near the Creek and within floodplains.
Michael does see recreational and commuting benefits to the Township, especially to the extent that it takes pedestrian and vehicular traffic off the streets.
Michael also wants to know if traffic-related incidents increase or decrease?
Michael is primarily an on-road cyclist, so he’s unsure if he sees himself using the trail if it gets built. He could see himself doing it socially, for a recreational ride. If it’s available he would most likely use it, but it may
not be his go-to. He prefers riding on the road as he thinks “cars are more predictable” than people walking (i.e., with headphones in) on an off-road trail. He could see himself using the trail for commuting or for
light recreation, but likely not for exercise or “serious” rides.

Liza Meiris

Cheltenham Resident

Public School Teacher

11/6/20

Liza was very excited about future possibilities for the Tookany Creek Trail and its oportuinty to enhance nature, history, and diversity of along the corridor. Liza provided a lot of great ideas for the historical and
diversity content in the Story Map.

Brigette Potgieter and
other Concerned Mill Rd.
Residents

Cheltenham Residents

2/8/2020, 3/20,

Bridgett contacte PEC and Cheltenham Township to express concerns about the trail alternative alignement between Harrison Ave. and Mill Rd. Residents along Mill Rd. do not want the Alley behind their houses
used for the Trail, but rather the the left bank trail alternative, that was recommended in this study. On March 20, 2021, the project team and Cheltenham Township staff met with Mill Rd. residents on site to
discuss these concerns.

TOOKANY CREEK TRAIL FEASIBILITY STUDY
Minutes – Zoom Conference Call w/ Taylor Wiseman & Taylor (TW&T) regarding Ashbourne Meadows
Development
Meeting Date: Thursday, April 30, 2020
Distribution Date: Friday, May 1, 2020
Attendance: Robert Thomas (CT&C), Douglas Maisey (CT&C), Mark Thompson (TW&T), Robert
McAnally (TW&T)
I.

INTRODUCTIONS
•

Mark and Robert provided a brief introduction to their firm Taylor Wiseman & Taylor. TW&T
has operated as a Civil Engineering and Land Surveying firm for 110 years and specializes in
Transportation Engineering / Land Development / Environmental work. TW&T worked on the
Ashbourne Meadows development drawings and approvals in Cheltenham Township.

•

Bob Thomas provided a brief introduction for Campbell Thomas & Co. well as an overview of
the trail planning and development work throughout the region.

II.

KEY DISCUSSION POINTS
•

Bob T. asked about the developments interests in connecting to the trail, noting that the
proposed paths that are shown currently connect out to sidewalks along Ashbourne Rd., vs.
tying into the development. There may be an opportunity to tie directly into the development
with the use of security gates.
o

Mark T. addressed the challenges of bringing the trail up the steep hillside into the
development. Mark also explained the challenges the developer had in getting
development approvals, so it is unlikely that changes will be of interest. If any changes
are recommended, TW&T can run it by the developer.

•

The paths being developed by Ashbourne Meadows include the 5’ wide sidewalks throughout
the property, as well as indicated improvements within the Open Space that will be dedicated
to Cheltenham Township. Once these improvements have been made, Cheltenham Township
will be responsible for their maintenance.

•

It was noted that the existing golf course paths/bridges that are not identified on the plan
would be removed as part of the development. It was also indicated that some of the trails
within the open space land would be woodchip trail. This includes the trail connection to
Haines Rd. at Ashbourne Rd.

•

Mark T. and Bob M. indicated that the new development will become a HOA, with the open
space lands being dedicated to Cheltenham Township.

•

Doug M. asked which bridges would be retained or removed in the current plan?
o

•

Mark T. will share a bridge assessment report for Bridge #3 & #4. It is his understanding
that only Bridge #3 will be retained and will tie into the walking path. All remaining
bridges are to be removed. (The bridge assessment was received on 4/30/20 and will be
reviewed by CT&C)

Bob noted the importance of a tie in to the Tookany Creek Trail at Jenkintown Rd. This
connection will be within the dedicated open space and will need to be discussed with
Campbell Thomas & Co. s 1504 South Street s Philadelphia PA 19146-1636
Tel:215-985-4354 Fax: 267-336-0209 Email: rthomas@campbellthomas.com Web: www.campbellthomas.com

Architecture v Preservation v Community & Transportation Planning
James C. Campbell AIA, LEED-AP Robert P. Thomas AIA, APBP Partners

Cheltenham Township.
•

III.

Bob T. and Doug M. went over the overall Tookany Creek Trail corridor and future connections
to the Circuit Trail network.
MEETINGS / NEXT STEPS

•

CT&C will update PEC on this discussion.

•

A discussion will be set-up with Cheltenham Township to discuss trail improvements within
the dedicated open space.

•

Trail alignments that are proposed in this study will be shared with TW&T.

The above constitutes CTC’s interpretation of the meeting and will become part of the
permanent record unless corrected by any of the parties within five (5) days of the
distribution date.

Minutes – Tookany Creek Trail / Ashbourne Meadows Development call /, 04-20-2020

page 2

JOIN US!
TOOKANY CREEK TRAIL CORRIDOR

PUBLIC MEETING
Join us for the first public meeting to learn more
about a feasibility study underway for the
Tookany Creek Trail corridor to become a multiuse trail in Cheltenham Township that will be
part of the larger Circuit Trails network. Meet the
architects, share your feedback and let us know
what amenities and connections you would like
to see in the Tookany Creek Trail corridor.

10/22 • 6 PM

ELKINS PARK MIDDLE SCHOOL
8149 NEW 2ND STREET
ELKINS PARK, PA 19027

NOTES from FIRST PUBLIC MEETING
Oct. 22, 2019; 6:00 p.m.; Elkins Park Middle School; 8149 New Second Street; Elkins Park, PA 19027

•

The following items were suggested by attendees as potential features and amenities along the
Tookany Creek Trail corridor.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Lighting
Safe crossings (in potential coordination with township traffic calming initiatives)
Restrooms
Snack/refreshment stands
Surveillance cameras
Water fountains
Access to local restaurants
Connections with public transportation
Connections with business districts
Artwork along the trail

•

Attendees expressed interest in an ADA-accessible wide asphalt trail with a crushed stone side trail
to accommodate pedestrians and runners. The trail needs to be wider than it currently is! Attendees
also suggested connectivity with the Conklin Swimming Pool, Jenkintown, Cheltenham Township
Libraries, Glenside Swimming Pool, Chelten Hills Dog Park, Ashbourne Country Club open space,
and the Chelten Hills Bird Sanctuary.

•

Residents expressed interest in future connectivity with the Schuylkill and Wissahickon, via other
Circuit Trails.

•

The trail should be designed so that cyclists of all abilities, as well as pedestrians of all ages, and
runners can feel safe!

•

Attendees suggested that the trail should be viewed as both recreation and transportation. The trail
could also enable more local children to safely walk to school and reduce the number of buses
needed.

•

Attendees asked how one might be rescued from a secluded area of the trail in an emergency.

•

Attendees expressed concern about stormwater management, access to the creek and the trail’s
aesthetics, and also noted that maintaining a permeable asphalt trail surface could be expensive.

Trail Feasibility Study
for the

TOOKANY CREEK TRAIL FEASIBILITY STUDY
IN CHELTENHAM TOWNHSIP

“Planning” Questionnaire #1
The proposed trail corridor, which runs from Cheltenham Avenue in the southeast to High School
Road in the northwest, could soon become home to a 3.4-mile multi-use trail that will enable
recreation, commuting, connecting to the outdoors, and more.
To assist the project team in understanding your personal needs, concerns, ideas, and other
thoughts about the Tookany Creek Trail, we ask you to complete the following questionnaire.
About You:
1- Tell us about yourself (check one)

□ Household

□ Business

□ Other (please specify) ______________

2- Just your Zip Code Please: ________________
3- How many people in your Household or Business, including you? __________________
How do you feel about a Trail between Cheltenham Avenue and High School Road?
4- Do you use the existing Trail facilities in the area?

□ Yes

□ No

5- If so, how do you currently utilize the trails in the area?

□ Walking
□ Hiking □ Jogging
□ Birding
□ Traveling □ Fitness
□ Other:_______________

□ Bicycling □ Nature Viewing
□ Commuting □ Horseback Riding □

6- Are you interested in creating additional trails in your community?

□ Yes

□ No

7- What amenities and/or destinations are you interested in connecting along the trail
corridor?____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
8- What trail surface type are you most interested in?

□ On-Road/Signed Bike Route
□ Crushed Stone Multi-Use Trail / Sidepath
□ Asphalt Multi-Use Trail / Sidepath □ Other:_______________
9- Do you have any comments, ideas, concerns or thoughts regarding the Tookany Creek
Trail?)______________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

Tookany Creek Trail Public Meeting #2
Date: June 30th, 2020

Presenters & Moderators:
•
•
•

Julie Slavet, Tookany/Tacony-Frankford Watershed Partnership, Inc.
Patrick Starr & Zhenya Nalywayko, Pennsylvania Environmental Council
Robert Thomas & Douglas Maisey, Campbell Thomas & Co.

Meeting Summary:
Introduction & Presentation
•

•

•

•

Julie kicks the meeting off by giving a background of the project, providing some
background on TTF and its mission to protect the TTF watershed, and explains how the
TCT feasibility study fits into TTF’s mission (i.e., getting people on trails close to the
water to get them interested in and excited about protecting the watershed). She then
introduces key members of the community and introduces Patrick.
Patrick introduces himself, Zhenya, and PEC, and then informs people that the meeting
will be recorded. He gives people a background on Zoom and reminds people that, since
meeting virtually is new for us (and likely everyone else) there may be some snags along
the way. Patrick then gives some background on his role at PEC, and provides a bit
more context for this project and the public meeting.
Patrick introduces Bob and Doug, who give an overview of the project and the
presentation (refer to Bob and Doug’s PowerPoint for details)
o Bob and Doug pass things off to Z to discuss our Public Outreach efforts thus far
(again, refer to PowerPoint)
Bob and Doug then pass things back to Patrick, who informs people that they will be
broken into breakout rooms to discuss the presentation thus far, and to offer feedback on
the project and presentation (and specifically, to discuss the “Guiding Questions” slide –
see this slide for details)

Breakout Groups
•

Patrick then asks Rita to split everyone into breakout rooms, and conversation ensues

•

Once the breakout room sessions have ended and everyone has rejoined the larger
group (roughly 20 mins), Patrick asks the reporters from each breakout group to discuss
their group’s major topics of conversation
o This is discussed in greater detail under Lessons Learned below

Wrap-Up/Conclusion/Discussion
o

o

o
o

Patrick responds to a comment that Scott Lempert put in the chat box about diversity in
this trail engagement/development process (the comment was that, looking at the
attendees of this meeting, there were very few BIPOC):
o Patrick notes that using Zoom for public outreach creates an additional barrier to
entry for those who don’t have access to computers/internet/etc. (typically Black
and Brown people and those in lower-income groups)
o To combat this, Patrick suggests checking out the Inclusionary Planning Toolkit
that Zhenya posted in the chat. Patrick also discusses the importance of bringing
BIPOC people into this trail planning process that may not already be included
or feel welcome by:
§ giving them a call or speaking to them about this project, and
§ inviting them to get involved by contacting our team.
Patrick asks if Bob or Doug have any comments based on the breakout group feedback:
o Bob talks about how he kept hearing residents’ desire to link to areas of the
Township together and to better link the Township to itself
o Bob says that, if you look at the map of the TCT, it almost acts as a “main
highway.” He compares it to York Road, which only works as a main highway
because the rest of the street grid feeds into it and benefits from it
§ For example, at the Ashbourne Meadows development site, we have
pushed for spurs off the main TCT trail into the community
• These “connectors” are facilities and techniques that are not fullblown “Circuit Trails,” but are ways for people to get around
some of the bigger streets and intersections that are currently (or
could be) barriers to accessing the trail (i.e., having to ride on New
2nd Street to access the trail)
o Bob goes on to say that, while the aim of this feasibility study is not to plan the
entire Township, the idea is to use some of these lower-impact, lower-cost
methods of connecting various areas of the Township into the TCT “main
highway”
§ Bob notes that our efforts in Cheltenham should be similar to
Montgomery County’s plan to increase bike/ped access throughout the
County through “main highway” trails and smaller connectors into those
main highways
Doug says that it’s great we heard from people from all over the region—Cheltenham,
Jenkintown, Philly, etc.—as this is a trail that will be part of a regional trail network
Patrick brings up a question re: next steps:

o

o

o

A report with a set of recommendations is forthcoming. Patrick asks Bob and
Doug to speak to this timeline, but also notes that this process is not about
making a decision to build a trail. Rather, it is to envision what a trail could
be/could look like in Cheltenham. Once this report has been completed, the
community can decide whether or not they want to move forward with it,
whether or not to obtain funding for engineering/design, etc.
Patrick notes that trails take a while to build, and that it will probably be close to
3-5 years before construction even begins, if the decision to move forward with
this trail is made
Bob then discusses next steps:
§ First is to review public feedback thus far, which will give Bob and Doug
a basis, along with on-the-ground observations of what’s out there (i.e.,
existing conditions, ROW, etc.) to begin making detailed
recommendations in the report, such as which properties owners to talk
to, and which segments of the trail to prioritize
§ Second will be a draft plan in the Fall to be reviewed by SAC, public,
community reps, and others
§ Then, a final, implementable plan showing where the trail will actually
go, what it will cost, who will get the funding to build it, who will
maintain it, etc. will be completed
• This will mean another meeting in the Fall to go over these
recommendations

Lessons Learned
Group 1 – Alexandria Khalil (most of group from outside of Cheltenham), Reporter:
•

Hopes & Dreams
o Group 1 would love to see:
§ walking marathons along the trail;
§ the trail connect more people and places to each other;
§ renovated benches along the trail;
§ an improved economy in the Township (i.e., through new businesses
along the trail); and
§ outdoor gatherings, beer gardens, and ice cream trucks at nodes along the
trail.
• The Beer Runners group would love beer gardens especially
o This group also noted that an expansion of artwork on the trail would be greatly
appreciated, as existing art along the trail is much loved

•

Concerns
o This group had concerns about water issues, and was worried that people would
pollute more/dump more trash if they had more access to more “remote” parts of

o
o
o
o
o

•

the Township through this trail, especially considering how trashcans have been
removed along existing trails in the Township
This group also had concerns about crossing Crescentville Road and Adams Ave.
– “these crossings must be addressed”
Bathrooms were a big issue – there need to be bathrooms, otherwise people will
do their business outside
There were concerns about children being left alone on the trail, as is happening
now
There were concerns about safety – especially for women and children
This group was also worried about riparian destruction as a result of trail
construction

Ideas/Suggestions/Misc.
o Group 1 was really interested in seeing connections to the Jenkintown Train
Station, as well as seeing the trail extended further west to Arcadia University
(“this would be great!”)
o Alexandria gave a “quick kudos” to TTF – “the more trails are used, the less
dumping there is in stream corridors and natural areas”
o This group did not want people on ATVs and dirt bikes to use the trail (as they
are now), because they rip up grass and dirt areas and make pedestrians and
cyclists feel unsafe
o Would like to see CSO improvements – especially because of the fear that
bringing more people near the creek would bring more trash and decrease water
quality

Group 2 – Julie Slavet (Jenkintown/Cheltenham), Reporter:
•

Hopes & Dreams
o Group 2 has interest in getting to Center City Philly by trail
o Group 2 wants the trail to connect to Jenkintown Train Station and “that (north?)
side of the Township”

•

Concerns
o This group spoke about how dangerous crossing New 2nd Street can be

•

Ideas/Suggestions/Misc.
o

o

This group also spoke about connecting history – linking into some of the
amazing historic sites in Cheltenham, specifically the LaMott (?) neighborhood
and getting people to these sites
Additionally, this group spoke about how people should not have to drive to get
to a hiking/biking trail, they should be able to access them by bike or on foot

Group 3 – Dottie Baumgarten (Glenside/Elkins Park), Reporter:
•

Hopes & Dreams
o This group expressed lots of support for and interest in trails
o This group also had a lot of interest in connecting to other natural/recreational
areas, such as the Pennypack Trail. They did have questions, though:
§ Are there plans to connect the trail to Myers Elementary School?
§ Are there plans to connect to the Jenkintown train Station? If so, how
would that connection be made?

•

Concerns
o There was some concern from this group about what kind of maintenance would
happen in the future, and about who would maintain the trail
o There was concern about the crossing at New 2nd Street, as that is a very
dangerous intersection in the middle of some high-speed roads
o This group also had questions about bike safety – would there be areas along the
trail for people to lock up their bikes?

•

Ideas/Suggestions/Misc.
o

This group issued a positive statement about sidewalks near Myers Elementary
providing an opportunity for easy connections between the school and the trail,
but wondered if signage would be put up to help people see/use these
connections?

Group 4 – John Raisch (Jenkintown/Wynnecote), Reporter:
•

Hopes & Dreams
o This group had the following hopes and dreams:
§ Safety – safe places to run and walk
§ A connected trail – John discusses that at the end of 2017, Township
Commissioners signed the Circuit Trails Resolution, meaning “we want
trails in the Township because residents want them and we want our
trails connected to the larger network!”
• During the pandemic, people feel they’ve been driving to other
trailheads (like the Wissahickon and Pennypack) to hike/bike/run.
They want more trails in Cheltenham connected to the larger
network so they can leave their houses and run/bike/hike and not
need to drive somewhere to do these things

•

Concerns
o This group had questions about trail connections:

§
§
§
•

How could we create more of a trail along Jenkintown Creek up toward
Township Line and the Hospital in that area
There was talk of connecting to a small library (Rowland Library?)
Opportunities to connect with Kol Ami?

Ideas/Suggestions/Misc.
o

Group 4 was a mixed group from Cheltenham and Philly – mostly
Lawndale/Lawncrest

Group 5 – Robin Irizarry (Cheltenham Village), Reporter:
•

Hopes & Dreams
o This group talked about how the trail could be really helpful for alleviating
traffic, especially if it could help kids walk/bike to school. Traffic can be really
bad in Cheltenham Village specifically, and there was the feeling that by
providing ways for students to walks to schools, friends’ houses, recreation
centers and areas, etc., it could help alleviate parents having to drive their kids
everywhere.

•

Concerns
o Safety was a big theme for this group, which also discussed the safety of crossing
the New 2nd Street intersection
§ How to get people across safely? Narrowing the gap, signals, bridge to
cross the street?
§ Safety for kids getting to schools, as well as pedestrians in general.

•

Ideas/Suggestions/Misc.
o

This group discussed “positive connections,” including access to amenities in the
community like libraries and pools
§ Specifically, Group 5 spoke about how to connect Rowland Library to the
trail given the steepness of the slope behind the library – switchbacks?
Stairs? Ramps?

Group 6 – JoAnne D’Alessandro (Cheltenham Village), Reporter:
•

Hopes & Dreams
o This group felt that the connector to Gimbel Field would be very important, as it
would create connections to businesses in Elkins Park and to the Elkins Park
Train Station, which would be great for the community. “Focus on this first.”

•

Concerns

o

o

•

Group 6 was worried about this project’s time frame: there have been plans for
and discussions about this trail in Cheltenham over the years, and they
wondered what the time frame is on this plan – “how long until something is put
into place?”
Vegetation was a concern for Group 6: with COVID, a lot more people are
walking the trails, and as a result they are using both sides of the Parkway (to
keep a safe social distance). When they use the side of the Parkway where there
is no trail, the vegetation is overgrown, and it forces them to walk into the fastmoving street to go around the vegetation, which is a safety concern
§ Who is responsible for keeping this vegetation under control?

Ideas/Suggestions/Misc.
o
o

This group felt that bathrooms along the trail would be a major benefit and very
important to ensure its use
This group encouraged connections to Ashbourne Road near the Shovel Works
and to Levick Street near the Melrose CC, as the Parkway is not very wide in
these areas and there have recently been some bad accidents along this stretch
(i.e., it is not currently a very usable path)

Group 7 – Chris Corbran (Western PA), Reporter:
•

Hopes & Dreams
o The conversation about flooding near Gimbel Field led to a conversation about
how these two issues could potentially be mutually beneficial (i.e. stream
restoration/stormwater management could be a part of a trail project)
o This group felt that it would be great to see the trail comes to fruition as long as
the concerns of nearby residents are acknowledged/addressed

•

Concerns
o Group 7 had concerns with routing the trail too close to the Creek, and
specifically around the bend in the creek near Gimbel Field – this part of the
creek/Township is especially susceptible to flooding currently, and at this point
stream restoration may be more of a priority than putting in a new trail
o This group had some major concerns around trail routing, such as how to cross
at New 2nd Street – “a dangerous intersection.”
o This group had concerns about people using the trail to hang out and party at
night rather than for fitness/etc. – this touches on safety, privacy, and cleanliness
issues
§ Chris noted that the increase in legitimate trail use in Western PA has led
to a decline in illicit activities along the trail

•

Ideas/Suggestions/Misc.

o
o

This group spoke a lot about how opportunities can grow out of concerns and
vice versa
This group thought that lighting would be particularly helpful for trail users,
however with the understanding that lights could be undesirable to nearby
residents

ENVIRONMENTAL ADVISORY COUNCIL
AGENDA
Due to the COVID-19 restrictions in Montgomery County and to protect the health, safety and welfare of
the public and Township employees, this meeting will take place entirely via tele- or web-conference.
Participation is enabled via telephone, smartphone, tablet or personal computer.
To Join Zoom Video Meeting:
Click Here
Meeting ID: 889 3033 0468, Password: 682503
Dial by your location:
+1 929 436 2866 US Toll

Monday, October 19, 2020 @ 7:30 p.m.
Cheltenham Township Zoom Meeting
7:30 p.m.

1.

Call to Order

7:31 p.m.

2.

Approval of the Meeting Minutes for September 21, 2020

7:32 p.m.

3.

Presentations
A. Tookany Trail Feasibility Study – Consulting Team (60 min)
B. Dennis Rowan of REIV2G on EV Fleet Services (30 min)

9:02 p.m.

4.

Old Business
A. EAC / Sustainable Cheltenham Webpage Updates

9:20 p.m.

5.

New Business

9:22 p.m.

6.

Committee and Staff Reports
A. Communications and Engagement
1) Sustainable Yards Contest Update
B. Water and Ecology
C. Energy and Emissions
D. Mobility and Healthy Living
E. Sustainable Development and Local Economy
F. Public Meetings Report
G. Staff Report

9:29 p.m.

7.

Next Meeting: Monday, November 16, 2020

9:30 p.m.

8.

Adjournment

Robert A. Zienkowski,
Township Manager

The Environmental Advisory Council cannot officially conduct business unless a quorum of four (4) members is present. Voting members are
requested to notify the Chair and Township Staff Liaison whether they will attend the meeting as soon as possible after receipt of the agenda.
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The regular meeting of the ENVIRONMENTAL ADVISORY COUNCIL (EAC) for October 2020 was
held tonight via Zoom Web-Conference. Members in attendance were: Chair Wendy Ankrom, Vice Chair
Greta Bunin, Michael Freeman, Kurt Ahrens, Tom McHugh, John Raisch, and Sidney Kahn. Staff present:
Alyson Elliott, Assistant Township Manager and Lauren Cartlidge, Special Projects Coordinator. Guests
present: Dennis Rowan, Renewable Energy Integrated Vehicle 2 Grid (REIV2G); Douglas Maisey and
Robert Thomas, Campbell Thomas & Co. (CTC); Julie Slavet, Tookany/Tacony-Frankford Watershed
Partnership (TTF); Patrick Starr, Pennsylvania Environmental Council (PEC); Susan Myerov, PEC and
Abington EAC; Binta Diallo; Lisa Paul; Christa Sywulak-Herr; Eileen Rudnick; Terry Kravitz; Mirjam
Seeger; and Carl Rotenberg.
CALL TO ORDER
Ms. Ankrom called the meeting to order at 7:36 p.m.
1. APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES
Upon motion of Mr. Kahn and Ms. Bunin, the meeting minutes for September 21, 2020 were
unanimously approved by the EAC.
2. PRESENTATIONS
A. Tookany Creek Trail Feasibility Study Update
Mr. Starr explained that the presentation is the final draft of the study undertaken by PEC, TTF,
and CTC to determine feasibility of creating a stretch of circuit trail between Cheltenham
Avenue (connecting to the Tacony Creek Trail in Philadelphia) and High School Road in High
School Park. Mr. Thomas explained that the future intent would be to extend the trail west to
connect to the Cresheim Trail, but the feasibility study only addresses the first portion.
Mr. Maisey discussed the PowerPoint presentation (see attached) which included a map of the
proposed trail section, photos of current areas through which the trail would run, and renderings
of the proposed trail design. The goal of the plan is to identify areas where the existing trail can
be improved to meet Circuit Trail standards, identifying areas where and how the trail can be
extended, trail materials, and other considerations. The plan also recommended connections
from the trail to local amenities such as train stations, Burholme Park, and Conklin Pool.
The PEC, TTF, and CTC have gone through an extensive public participation and research
process to arrive at this assessment. Mr. Raisch has represented the EAC on the Stakeholder
Advisory Committee and expressed that the plan looks great and that people are excited about
it. Commissioners Brockington and Zygmund-Felt are also members of the Committee.
The next steps for this study will be presented to the Township’s Public Affairs Committee,
who would need to adopt a resolution to support the study. In the future, the Township and/or
or TTF or PEC can apply for funding from the Department of Conservation of Natural
Resources (DCNR). The deadline for DCNR’s Community Conservation Partnership Program
(C2P2) grant is in April. Mr. Starr said that although there is no guarantee, it may be possible to
match DCNR funds with Regional Trail Funds (RTF) from the Delaware Valley Regional
Planning Commission (DVRPC). The Township may be able to partner with Montgomery
County because it is a county circuit trail.
Ms. Elliott said the Township is finalizing design and right-of-way acquisition on the section of
trail between New Second Street and Harrison Avenue (through Gimbel Field). This project has
$1.25 million in funding through DCNR, DVRPC, and the Federal Highway Administration’s
Transportation Alternative Program (TAP) grant. The trail will meet Circuit Trail standards and
construction is anticipated to begin in 2021 on this section.
Ms. Slavet said members can continue engagement by word of mouth, sharing the PEC blog
about the project, and reaching out to their commissioners to share their support. Mr. Starr said
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that EAC members and the public can show their support at the Public Affairs Committee
meeting on November 10.
B. Electric Vehicle Grid for Municipalities – Dennis Rowan, REIV2G
Mr. Rowan presented his company’s work in transitioning fleets to electric, emission-free
models (see attached). He is working to aggregate other Ready for 100 communities to
purchase electric vehicles (EVs) at a cost savings.
REIV2G’s Suitability Analysis for Vehicle and Energy Savings (SAVES) looks at a
municipality’s fleet operations and projects financial and energy savings over 10 years if the
fleet switched to EVs. The analysis uses metrics such as the ability to recharge the vehicles, the
capacity of the vehicles to perform their job on renewable energy, and the cost breakdown. It is
designed to reduce total cost of operation by recommend integration of electric for only those
vehicles for which it would be cost-beneficial to do so. For example, based on how the police
department uses its vehicles and how other emergency vehicles operate, it is likely not feasible
to convert the police and emergency vehicle fleet to EVs at this time. It would likely be more
suitable for administrative vehicles.
Mr. Rowan stated that electrification of transportation offers not only environmental benefits,
but cost savings over internal combustion models. He said internal combustion vehicles
currently get only rate about 18% efficiency, while EVs offer 88% energy efficiency.
Mr. Kahn asked about the upfront costs of implementation. Mr. Rowan said the infrastructure is
included in the modeling and that leasing EVs could help the municipality realize cost savings
in the first month. Mr. Rowan added that EVs do not require oil changes, mufflers, and other
maintenance issues that regular vehicles need, reducing annual maintenance costs.
Mr. Rowan would be happy to work with the Township and its Fleet Manager to perform a
SAVES specific to Cheltenham vehicles when it is ready to integrate renewable energy into its
fleet.
Ms. Ankrom asked when the Township would likely be able to consider transitioning its some
of fleet to EVs. Ms. Elliott said the EAC can revisit mid-2021 after it has had a chance to
understand the impact of COVID-19 and other financial influences on the Township.
3. OLD BUSINESS
4. NEW BUSINESS
5. COMMITTEE AND STAFF REPORTS
A. Communications and Engagement
1) Sustainable Yard Contest – Ms. Bunin mentioned that the five contest entries will be
judged on Wednesday, October 21, by the following judges: Cynthia Blackwood from
Friends of High School Park; Leigh Altadonna from the Wyncote Audubon Society; Tom
Horn from Primex; and Ms. Bunin and Mr. Freeman from the EAC.
EAC members unanimously agreed that the judges can announce the winners before the
next EAC meeting. Ms. Ankrom asked if there is anything left in the budget to print the
winning photos for display in Primex. Ms. Elliott will get back to her.
The EAC would like to hold this contest again next year.
B. Water and Ecology – None.
C. Energy and Emissions
1) Ms. Ankrom announced the Cheltenham Energy Transition Team is resuming activity
this month after a long hold due to COVID-19.
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D. Mobility and Healthy Living – None.
E. Sustainable Development and Local Economy – None.
F. Public Meetings – None.
G. Staff Report – None.
6. NEXT MEETING – The next meeting of the EAC is scheduled for Monday, November 16, 2020.
The meeting will likely take place on Zoom.
7. ADJOURNMENT – There being no further business, Ms. Ankrom adjourned the meeting at 9:50 p.m.

_____________________________
Robert A. Zienkowski, Township Manager
Submitted by: Lauren Cartlidge, Special Projects Coordinator

Cheltenham Township, believing that public input is appropriate on any items coming before the Commissioners, will
recognize any citizen wishing to address a specific item prior to the vote on that issue. In order to be recognized, please
utilize the methods available to you via the tele- or web-conference technology.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
Ann L. Rappoport – Chair
Mitchell Zygmund-Felt – Vice Chair
Matthew Areman – Member
Baron B. Holland – Member
Brad M. Pransky – Member
Irv Brockington– Member
Daniel B. Norris – Ex-Officio Member
AGENDA
Tuesday, November 10, 2020
7:45 p.m.
Due to the COVID-19 restrictions in Montgomery County and to protect the health, safety and
welfare of the public, Township Commissioners and Township employees,
this meeting will take place entirely via tele- or web-conference.
Participation is enabled via telephone, smartphone, tablet or personal computer.
To Join Zoom Video Meeting:
Click Here
Meeting ID: 863 9131 9738, Password: 378778
One tap mobile:
+19294362866,,86391319738#,,,,,,0#,,378778# US (New York)
+13017158592,,86391319738#,,,,,,0#,,378778# US (Washington D.C)
Dial by your location:
+1 929 436 2866 US (New York)
+1 301 715 8592 US (Washington D.C)
If you wish to participate via a smartphone which has video capability, you will need to
download the app for ZOOM Cloud Meetings. If you utilize a tablet or personal computer, you
may also be required to download the program. Please allot additional time to install the software
on your phone or computer.
Note: This meeting will be available to 100 participants.
If you are unable to participate in the live meeting, the meeting will be recorded and the
recording will be posted on the Township’s website and Facebook page.

***Please bear with us as we work through this technology that is new to us. Cheltenham Township is
committed to providing continuity of essential services throughout this unprecedented time. Thanks to all our
community members for their patience and understanding during these unprecedented times***

Cheltenham Township, believing that public input is appropriate on any items coming before the Commissioners, will
recognize any citizen wishing to address a specific item prior to the vote on that issue. In order to be recognized, please utilize
the methods available to you via the tele- or web-conference technology.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
Ann L. Rappoport – Chair
Mitchell Zygmund-Felt – Vice Chair
Matthew Areman – Member
Baron B. Holland – Member
Brad M. Pransky – Member
Irv Brockington– Member
Daniel B. Norris – Ex-Officio Member
AGENDA
Tuesday, November 10, 2020
7:45 p.m. | Via Zoom Web Conference
1.

Receipt of Reports from the Month of October 2020 (see attached)
a. Property Maintenance Supervisor
b. Public Information and Complaint Officer
c. Director of Parks and Recreation
d. Directors of Community Centers
e. Facilities Event Coordinator

2.

Receipt of Committee Meeting Minutes
a. Historical Commission – October 8, 2020
b. Twinning Committee – No October Meeting
c. Economic Development Task Force Meeting – October 20, 2020
d. Substance Abuse and Mental Health Committee Meeting – October 22, 2020
e. Human Relations Committee Meeting – October 1, 2020
Discussion on proposed phone number and email address to report discrimination.

3.

Receipt of Staff Meeting Minutes – October 1, 2020, October 7, 2020, October 14, 2020 and October
21, 2020.

4.

Presentation by the Tookany/Tacony-Frankford Watershed Partnership on the Tookany Creek Trail
Feasibility Study Results.

5.

Report of the Township Manager
a.

Consider recommending the Board of Commissioners repeal Section 238 of the Township Code,
Fats, Oils, and Grease (FOG) Ordinance No. 2269-13.

6.

New Business

7.

Old Business
a. Consider recommending the Board of Commissioners approve a Resolution granting conditional
approval for CTDA #20-01, to demolish the existing Dunkin’ Donuts store in Cheltenham Plaza to
rebuild it on a smaller foot print along with two new commercial structures for a total of 10,370 sq.
ft. at 8200 Ogontz Avenue, Wyncote in the C2 Commercial Zoning District.
b. Consider recommending the Board of Commissioners enter into a Cooperation Agreement between
Salus University, Cheltenham Township and the Redevelopment Authority of Montgomery County.
c. Consider recommending the Board of Commissioners approve a Certificate of Applicable Elected
Representative to approve Salus University undertaking a tax-exempt private activity bond to
finance a project in Cheltenham Township.

8.

Announcements

9.

Citizens’ Forum

10.

Adjournment

Robert Zienkowski
Township Manager
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November 10, 2020
A regular meeting of the PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE for November 2020 was held tonight via
web-conference, Commissioner Ann L. Rappoport presiding. Present were Commissioners Brockington,
Pransky, Areman, Holland, and Zygmund-Felt. Also present was Ex-Officio Member Norris.
Staff present via web-conference were: Robert A. Zienkowski, Township Manager; Alyson Elliott,
Assistant Township Manager; Brian Hinson, Director of Parks and Recreation; Nathan Crittendon,
Director of Fiscal Affairs; and Joseph Bagley, Esq., Township Solicitor.
Ms. Rappoport called the meeting to order at 8:21 p.m.
1. The Committee reviewed the following reports for the month of October 2020:
a. Property Maintenance Supervisor
b. Public Information Officer
c. Director of Parks and Recreation
d. Director of Community Centers
e. Facilities Event Coordinator
Upon motion of Mr. Norris, the Committee unanimously received the monthly reports as stated
above.
2. Receipt of Committee Meeting Minutes:
a. Historical Commission – October 8, 2020
Ms. Rappoport noted that the latest edition of The Wall Paper has been distributed and that
this is the 50th year of the Historical Commission.
b. Twinning Committee – No October Meeting
c. Economic Development Task Force (EDTF) – October 20, 2020
Mr. Areman noted that the Economic Development Task Force has developed a trifold
brochure with local restaurants and retail shops that will be distributed in new resident packets
and posted on the Township’s website. He urged the community to support local businesses,
now more than ever. Ms. Rappoport said she would like a draft of the brochure to be
distributed to the Board for review and added that this is the type of work she likes to see from
the Township’s citizen’s committees.
d. Substance Abuse and Mental Health Committee (SAMH) – October 22, 2020
Ms. Rappoport expressed frustration that the SAMH has not been able to promote mental
health issues. She would like to see this information be made more visible on the Township
website. She also noted that SAMH also wanted to see more promotion of the CTPD HUB
program. Mr. Brockington said the Chief gave a great report on HUB at the Human Relations
Committee meeting and suggested that SAMH members attend the next Human Relations
Committee meeting to see how they might be able to work together.
e. Human Relations Committee – October 1, 2020
Discussion on proposed phone number and email address to report discrimination: Mr.
Brockington said the Human Relations Committee is still working to determine the difference
between the Human Relations Committee and Commission. He said they are going to pull
back from the request to establish a phone number and email address to report discrimination
because this is work already being done by the Human Resources Commission. It was noted
that no one is answering the phone or emails dedication to the Commission. The Board will
look into this and discuss the future of the Commission.
Ms. Rappoport said she would like to recommend Jake Marcus for the Human Relations
Committee. Ms. Marcus has requested to resign from the Human Relations Commission so she
can join the Human Relations Committee.
Upon motion of Mr. Norris, the Committee unanimously received the meeting minutes as stated
above.
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3. Receipt of Staff Meeting Minutes – October 1, 2020, October 7, 2020, October 14, 2020 and
October 21, 2020.
Mr. Brockington asked staff to double check staff reports to make sure they reflect work that is
actually being done, since some of the work is probably not being done due to the pandemic. Mr.
Zygmund-Felt welcomed Nathan Crittendon, the new Director of Fiscal Affairs.
Upon motion of Ms. Rappoport, the Committee unanimously received the monthly reports as
stated above.
4. Presentation by the Tookany/Tacony-Frankford Watershed Partnership (TTF) on the Tookany
Creek Trail Feasibility Study Results (see attached).
Julie Slavet, Executive Director of the TTF, and Bob Thomas and Doug Maisey, consultants from
Campbell Thomas & Co., led the presentation discussing the results of the Tookany Creek Trail
Feasibility Study. Patrick Starr and Zhenya Nalywayko represented the Pennsylvania
Environmental Council, a partner in this project.
Mr. Starr said the final draft report with recommendations for phasing, funding, and management
of the trail should be completed by the end of the year. The plan will be delivered to the
Township and it will be the Township’s role to decide whether to accept/adopt the plan and begin
to assign responsibilities for its implementation.
Mr. Pransky asked if the Township can make modifications to the plan. Mr. Starr said he hopes
that the work of the team and hundreds of residents on the study leads to an implementable
project that meets the needs of the community; but it is the Township’s decision on how it moves
forward with implementing the recommendations of the plan.
Ms. Slavet said phasing is critical to implementation and added that it is a great way to help the
Township meet its goal of making the Township more pedestrian-friendly and helping to improve
traffic. She also stated that trails support economic development. Mr. Campbell said this trail is
very competitive because much of the land required for the trail is under the Township’s control.
John Raisch, a member of the Township’s Environmental Advisory Council, thanked TTF for its
support and hard work on this project.
Ms. Rappoport thanked the team and looks forward to seeing the final report.
5. Township Manager’s Report
a. Consider recommending the Board of Commissioners repeal Section 238 of the Township
Code, Fats, Oils, and Grease (FOG) Ordinance No. 2269-13.
Mr. Zienkowski said he met with Aqua as part of the sewer divestiture to determine
responsibilities for certain aspects of managing and operating the sewer in Cheltenham. Aqua
thought the Township should continue to be responsible for enforcing the FOG ordinance it
has in place; however, Mr. Zienkowski noted that the Township does not have personnel to
inspect or enforce the ordinance. He recommends repealing the ordinance and noted that the
County Health Department would be responsible for any health related issues.
Mr. Bagley said he will take a look at the matter; the sale agreement does not require the
Township to continue FOG enforcement.
Mr. Zygmund-Felt said it seems to raise an issue of things we need to unwind with respect to
the Township’s responsibilities with the conveyance of the sewer system to Aqua. Since the
Township is not generating revenues to support the system, it should not have any
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responsibility. He asked if the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (DEP)
holds the Township responsible for any aspect of the sewer system. Mr. Zienkowski said that
the lateral is the responsibility of the property owner and the rest is the responsibility of Aqua.
The Township no longer has any enforcement authority.
Mr. Zienkowski said the bigger issue is for EDUs, because he is not sure how much support
Aqua will provide to the Township in capturing EDUs from the work Aqua does to improve
the system. Mr. Zienkowski and Mr. Bagley expressed concern about how increased
development in Abington and Jenkintown will affect capacity in Cheltenham and its ability to
get EDUs.
Mr. Zienkowski will work with Mr. Bagley to make sure repealing the ordinance can be done
legally. Mr. Zygmund-Felt asked Mr. Zienkowski and Mr. Bagley to review Township
ordinances to ensure there are no others that need to be repealed or modified and bring them to
the Board for consideration at the same time to save advertising costs.
b. Website update – Ms. Elliott said she and Mr. Zienkowski met with Emily Lessard of
Bellweather Agency, who recently relocated to the Township from New York City, to discuss
upgrading the Township’s website, a project under consideration in the 2021 budget. Ms.
Lessard attended an EDTF meeting last year to discuss how the Township can better promote
Cheltenham as a great place to live. She noted that she has done promotional work for many
communities, including New York City and Baltimore. Ms. Elliott said she and Mr.
Zienkowski were impressed with Bellweather’s work and how it involves the community to
create a unique product. They asked Bellweather to develop a proposal for the Board to
consider as it decides how to move forward. Mr. Pransky said he wants to put a committee
together to determine how to move forward.
6. New Business – None.
7. Old Business
a. Consider recommending the Board of Commissioners approve a Resolution granting
conditional approval for CTDA #20-01, to demolish the existing Dunkin’ Donuts store in
Cheltenham Plaza to rebuild it on a smaller foot print along with two new commercial
structures for a total of 10,370 sq. ft. at 8200 Ogontz Avenue, Wyncote in the C2 Commercial
Zoning District.
David Citro, the applicant’s engineer, was present to discuss the application and issues
remaining from the Building and Zoning meeting last week.
He noted that the amount of impervious coverage will be reduced on site, with the addition
of new green spaces. The waivers being requested are procedural more than substantive.
Mr. Citro said revised plans correcting the existing condition of the ADA ramp were sent
to the Township Engineer. Mr. Eisold reviewed and approved the ADA ramp.
A waiver from preparing a traffic study is being requested. Frank Tavani, the Township
Traffic Engineer, noted that one is not required; however, the applicant is working with
PennDOT to address ingress and egress at the site. He explained that an existing curb cut
south of the electronic sign will be closed permanently and the inside of the property will
be reconfigured to make the sure the next three driveways on Ogontz make the pull-in
movements safer than they are today. On the Limekiln Pike side of the site, the wide curb
cut will be narrowed to make it a more traditional-sized driveway to minimize confusion.
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Recommendation to the Board of Commissioners: Upon motion of Mr. Holland, the
Committee unanimously recommended the Board of Commissioners grant conditional
approval for CTDA #20-01, to demolish the existing Dunkin’ Donuts store in
Cheltenham Plaza to rebuild it on a smaller footprint along with two new commercial
structures for a total of 10,370 sq. ft. at 8200 Ogontz Avenue, Wyncote in the C2
Commercial Zoning District.
b. Consider recommending the Board of Commissioners enter into a Cooperation Agreement
between Salus University, Cheltenham Township and the Redevelopment Authority of
Montgomery County.
Upon motion of Mr. Zygmund-Felt the Committee unanimously agreed to table this
item.
c. Consider recommending the Board of Commissioners approve a Certificate of Applicable
Elected Representative to approve Salus University undertaking a tax-exempt private activity
bond to finance a project in Cheltenham Township.
Upon motion of Mr. Zygmund-Felt the Committee unanimously agreed to table this
item.
d. Ms. Rappoport asked about an update on the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE) Flood
Feasibility Study and the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (DEP)
Glenside Flood Control Project. Mr. Pransky said that there have been some recent calls on
the ACOE project to get it moving again after staff had to be pulled away from it due to the
pandemic and hurricanes. Mr. Areman said he would like an update on the DEP project at the
Public Works Committee meeting next month.
e. Mr. Zygmund-Felt would also like to have an update on the Stormwater Impact Fee Feasibility
Study at the December Public Works Committee.
8. Announcements
a. Mr. Areman said Downtown Glenside will host its annual Winterfest on Saturday, November
28, 2020 in conjunction with Small Business Saturday to encourage local shopping. There will
be a storefront decoration contest, local dance group, and tree lighting at Glenside Train
Station.
9. Citizens’ Forum – None.
10. There being no further business, upon motion of Ms. Rappoport, the Committee unanimously
agreed to adjourn the meeting at 9:35 p.m.
___________________
Robert Zienkowski
Township Manager
Per Alyson Elliott, Assistant Township Manager

